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If your website has a smallish set of users, this 
might not be a big deal. If your website has a 
large number of users, this could be quite an is-
sue and needs to be considered in your risk as-
sessment.

CODE Magazine’s Commitment
As a magazine built by and for developers, CODE 
Magazine will continue to explore these frame-
works in our pages. We’ll work to create content 
to help you make decisions about using these 
frameworks in your Web applications. We’ll remain 
agnostic to what framework we promote (for in-
stance, we have articles discussing both Angular-
JS and Aurelia in this issue). We’ll do our best 
to help you guide your development practices 
through the numerous plotlines being written 
even as you read this issue.

Editorial

that it have a decent story with a decent plot 
and isn’t too convoluted. Some of my favorite su-
perhero movies include Guardians of the Galaxy, 
The Avengers, and the Captain America Films. My 
least favorite films are Iron Man 2 and 3, Batman 
and Robin, and most of the Spiderman sequels. 
There’s a simple reason the aforementioned films 
are not to my liking: too many plotlines. Each of 
the films have too many bad-guys (each requiring 
a sub-plot) that the protagonist has to deal with 
and none of the sub-plots is served well by the 
film, often making no sense whatsoever. 

This is also how I feel about the current state of 
JavaScript frameworks.

Did you see what I did there? I went from superhero 
sequels to JavaScript Frameworks in one fell swoop. 
As software developers, we live in a world with  
too many plotlines, that is, too many JavaScript 
frameworks. Let’s take a look at some of the  
big-name frameworks and the catch phrases that 
their developers use to describe them:

• Angular JS: A super-heroic JavaScript MVW 
Framework 

• React JS: A JavaScript Library For Building 
User Interfaces

• Ember JS: A framework for creating ambi-
tious Web applications

• jQuery: The Write-Less-Do-More JavaScript 
Library

• Aurelia: The most powerful, flexible, and 
forward-looking JavaScript client framework 
in the world.

You see, all you need to do to be a super-heroic, 
ambitious, forward-looking JavaScript developer is 
to pick one or all of these frameworks. Bleh! What’s 
a developer to do? I say: Choose very carefully. 

In the Sep/Oct 2010 issue of CODE Magazine, I 
spoke about technology risk in my editorial “So 
You Want to Be a Consultant: Risk Management” 
Specifically, I stated: 

As a consultant, it’s your responsibility to stay 
current on the technologies available. This re-
sponsibility comes with a high degree of risk. 
Learning new technologies takes a consider-
able amount of time and some technologies 
might “die on the vine.”

So You Want to Be a Superhero
As many of you know, I’m a big fan of superhero movies. For the most part, I’m a fairly easy customer 
when it comes to this type of film. I don’t really care if the movie conforms to the comic book that it 
was derived from. I don’t really care if it fails to conform to the laws of physics or reality. What I expect is

EDITORIAL

6

This was true then and it’s true today. When you 
choose to use one of these frameworks on a proj-
ect, you’re adding a huge risk to the cost of de-
veloping and maintaining your Web applications. 
Here are a few issues you need to consider.

Framework Churn 
You need to look at the rate of change that hap-
pens on these frameworks. Every release of a 
framework has a chance of causing regressions 
in your applications. Do you have adequate test-
ing procedures (automated and manual) to insure 
that new releases of the framework cause no re-
gressions?

Breaking Changes
Last year, there was quite a controversy regard-
ing the changes being made to the Angular JS 
framework. As it happens, Angular-JS version 2 
was a fairly radical departure from version 1 of the 
framework. What’s the migration path for devel-
opers to move from 1.0 to 2.0? Is there a migra-
tion path or are 1.0 developers just stuck? This 
is a huge risk when adopting a JavaScript frame-
work. You might need to be ready for “planned 
obsolescence” when it comes to your framework 
choices.

Community Adoption
The rate of adoption of contributes greatly to the 
success or failure of all developer tools. Before 
you adopt a JavaScript framework, you might 
want to check Google or Stack Overflow for sup-
port requests, tips, tricks, etc. It’s guaranteed 
that you’ll experience roadblocks when build-
ing with a framework. Will you be able to solve 
your problems quickly or will you be stuck being 
a pioneer solving each unique problem you face 
on your own?

Application Bloat
In his article “Why Micro JavaScript Libraries 
Should be Used in Your Next Application,” (CODE 
Magazine, Jan/Feb 2015) Chris Love wrote about 
the bloat of many JavaScript frameworks and why 
using a micro framework might be a good idea. 
Many of JavaScript frameworks are “fat” which 
increases the download size of your applications. 

 Rod Paddock
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The Journey to Angular: Part 2
In my last few articles, I’ve explored a lot of JavaScript, jQuery, and the Web API. The code I wrote points out some deficiencies 
when writing in these technologies. That’s the problem with JavaScript and jQuery: It’s often difficult to write good, reusable, 
and extensible code. However, things are changing fast in the client-side world, especially now that Angular and other similar

frameworks have been invented. In the last article (CODE 
Magazine May/June 2016), you improved your client-side 
code by using a closure and by using Mustache for data 
binding. In this article, you’ll learn how these same con-
cepts are applied in Angular.

The Web page you’ll build for this article is a search, list, 
add, edit and delete page of Product data for a fictitious 
company called Paul’s Training Company (PTC). All of the 
features of this page are shown in Figure 1. In Figure 2, 
you see just the search and list area displayed. In Figure 
3, only the detail area is displayed. You’ll learn how to 
show and hide these various areas using Angular.

Create an Angular Application Scope
There are many articles and blog posts on what Angular is, 
so I won’t go into that here. The first thing you do in an 
Angular application is create a module. For the sample in 
this article, create a file called app.js and place the follow-
ing code in that file to create a module named ‘ptcApp’.

(function () {
  'use strict';

  angular.module('ptcApp', []);
})();

Create a Controller
Once you have a module defined, create a controller into 
which you place all the variables you need to use for bind-
ing data to your HTML. The controller name used in this 
article is called PTCController. Feel free to name this con-
troller whatever you want. Declare the controller within 
the scope of the module you created in the previous code 
snippet. Use the controller() function on the module to 
declare the name of your controller, as shown here:

angular.module('ptcApp')
 .controller('PTCController',
    PTCController);

Pass in the name to use for the ng-controller directive 
and the function name that will enclose all of your vari-
ables. The function declaration needs to accept a $scope 
variable at a minimum. There are additional parameters 
that you may need to accept, depending on what services 
you wish to use in your controller. Here’s an example of 
how to declare your controller function:

function PTCController($scope) {
  var vm = $scope;
}

One best practice is to immediately create a variable that 
can be used instead of typing $scope over and over. Create 

a variable called vm, which stands for View Model, and as-
sign it to $scope. This saves you a little typing within your 
controller and may provide some flexibility later on, if you 
ever want to change your service. The next snippet is the 
IIFE you’ll create in another JavaScript file called product-
Controller.js. This file and the app.js file are both needed 
on any HTML pages you intend to use with Angular.

(function () {
  'use strict';

  angular.module('ptcApp')
   .controller('PTCController',
       PTCController);

  function PTCController($scope) {
    var vm = $scope;

  }
})();

Add Angular to Your Page
In order to understand the overall HTML structure that you 
need for the product page, take a look at Listing 1. There 
are two key pieces you need to have in order for Angular to 
control the elements on your page. The first is in the <html> 
element—this is the ng-app directive. This directive’s value 
must be the same name as the application module name 
you used; in this article it’s called ptcApp. The second key 
item is in the <body> element: the ng-controller directive. 
This directive’s value must be the same name as the con-
troller you defined; in this article, it’s called PTCController.

Note the use of bootstrap in the definition of the ele-
ments of the page. Also notice the use of the comments 
I put in to separate each area of the page. I find the use 
of comments helps me during debugging using the F12 
tools, and also helps me quickly identify areas when I’m 
looking at my HTML page in the editor.

Handle UI State
Immediately after declaring your vm variable, start creat-
ing variables within your Angular scope by adding a new 
property to your view model variable. For example, you 
might declare an object literal that’s used to show or hide 
different areas of the HTML based on the current page 
mode or state. In Listing 2, you declare a new variable 
named uiState. You then create a function to initialize 
this variable with various properties that are used to con-
trol your HTML, also shown in Listing 2.

As your user interacts with your search, list, add, edit, 
and delete page, you need to display different parts of the 
page based on the current mode. In the uiState variable, 
you create a property called mode that’s set to one of 

Paul D. Sheriff
www.pdsa.com
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Sample Code

You can download the sample 
code for this article by visiting my 
website at http://www.pdsa.com/ 
downloads. Select PDSA Articles,  
and then select “Code 
Magazine—The Journey  
to Angular—Part 2” from  
the drop-down list.

Hook Up Events
In order to connect button clicks to functions within your 
Angular controller, those too must be added to the $scope of 
your module. Use the vm variable and append the name of 
the event you want to expose for use in an ng-click directive 
on any button or anchor tag on your HTML page. Listing 
4 shows an example of declaring your intention to use an 
event and assigning it to a function within the controller.

Once you have the functions declared through your scope, 
call those functions from buttons and anchor tags using 
the ng-click directive, as shown in Listing 5. You must 
use the ng-click directive and not the onclick attribute 
because the functions called are only available within the 
scope of the Angular controller.

several values. These values are defined in the constant 
pageMode. This constant is used to set the mode after the 
user clicks on certain buttons to put the page into a new 
mode. Each of the modes expressed in the pageMode con-
stant sets different views of the same HTML page. Figure 
1 shows the page with all of the areas displayed.

The List mode (Figure 2) displays just the search and list ar-
eas on the page. This is the mode the user sees when first 
loading the page. The Exception and Validation mode dis-
plays the message area, but doesn’t hide any areas currently 
displayed. In order to set each of these different modes, a 
function called setUIState() is created, as shown in Listing 3.

The Edit and Add mode (Figure 3) displays the detail area 
and hides the search and list areas. This is the mode the 
user sees when clicking on the Add button or the Edit but-
ton on one of the rows in the table.

Once the uiState is created and the setUIState() function 
is written, call each of these functions in a function called 
init(). The init() function should be called close to the top 
of your PTCController function, as shown in the next snippet.

init();

// Initialize variables
function init() {
  // Initialize UI State
  vm.uiState = initUIState();
  setUIState(pageMode.LIST);
}

Now that you have the Boolean variables set to the ap-
propriate value, add an ng-show directive to the appro-
priate <div> tags in each area on the page, as shown in 
the code snippet below. There’s no other code to add; 
you only need to set the appropriate Boolean variable to 
either true or false and the ng-show takes care of showing 
or hiding the <div> tag it is associated with.

<!-- ** BEGIN MESSAGE AREA ** -->
<div ng-show="uiState.isMessageAreaVisible"
     class="row">

<!-- ** BEGIN SEARCH AREA ** -->
<div ng-show="uiState.isSearchAreaVisible"
     class="panel panel-primary">

<!-- ** BEGIN LIST AREA ** -->
<div ng-show="uiState.isListAreaVisible" 
     class="table-responsive">

<!-- ** BEGIN DETAIL AREA ** -->
<div ng-show="uiState.isDetailAreaVisible"
     class="panel panel-primary">

Figure 1: Product page with all areas displayed

Figure 2: The List mode of the product page

You must use the ng-click 
directive and not the onclick 
attribute because the functions 
called are only available within  
the scope of the Angular controller.

http://www.pdsa.com/downloads
http://www.pdsa.com/downloads
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function validate() {
}

function insertData() {
  if (validate()) {
  }
}

function updateData() {
  if (validate()) {
  }
}

Modify the saveData() function, as shown in Listing 6, to 
check the mode of the button that was last clicked. If it 
was the Add button, call the insertData() function. Later 
in this article, you’ll hook up the Edit button to set the 
page into edit mode.

Create Validation Messages
Hard-code the validate() function to simulate some validation 
errors. Modify the validate() function, as shown in Listing 7. If 
you look back at the initUIState() function, you’ll see a proper-
ty named messages that’s defined as an empty array. The vali-
date() function is where you check to see whether the product 
name or URL has not been filled in. You’re not doing the check-
ing in this mock, just going to fill in some messages. If either of 
these were true (the product name or the URL is missing), add 
an object that has two properties in it to the messages array. In 
the code shown in Listing 7, you have two properties, property 
and message, that list the property in error and the message 
to display. You set the mode property of the uiState variable to 
Validation. In the saveData() function, test the mode property 
to see if it’s equal to either Exception or Validation.

Display Messages Using an Angular Directive
When you pass in Validation to the setUIState() function, 
it makes the messages area on the screen become visible. 

At this point, you can run the application and see the 
search and list areas displayed. If you click on the Add but-
ton, you see the search and list areas disappear and the de-
tail area appear. You can either click on the Save or Cancel 
button to redisplay the search and list areas of the page.

Displaying Validation Messages
Let’s write a validate() function that can be called before 
inserting a new product or updating an existing product. 
I’m not going to cover Angular data validation in this ar-
ticle; instead, I’ll show you how to display some mock 
validation messages. Create three new functions: vali-
date(), insertData() and updateData(), as shown in the 
following code snippet:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head>
  <title>Paul's Training Company</title>

  <link href="../Content/bootstrap.css"
        rel="stylesheet" />
  <link href="../Content/site.css" 
        rel="stylesheet" />
</head>
<body>
  <div class="container body-content">
    <!-- ** BEGIN MESSAGE AREA ** -->
    <div class="row">
      <div class="col-xs-12">
      </div>
    </div>
    <!-- ** END MESSAGE AREA ** -->
    <!-- ** BEGIN SEARCH AREA ** -->
    <div class="panel panel-primary">
      
    </div>
    <!-- ** END SEARCH AREA ** -->
    <!-- ** BEGIN LIST AREA ** -->
    <div class="table-responsive">
      <table class="table table-condensed

                    table-bordered table-striped 
                    table-hover">

      </table>
    </div>
    <!-- ** END LIST AREA ** -->
    <!-- ** BEGIN DETAIL AREA ** -->
    <div class="panel panel-primary">

    </div>
    <!-- ** END DETAIL AREA ** -->
  </div>

  <!-- ** BEGIN SCRIPT AREA ** -->
  <script src="../Scripts/jquery-1.11.0.min.js">
  </script>
  <script src="../Scripts/bootstrap.min.js">
  </script>
  <script src="../scripts/angular.min.js">
  </script>
  <script src="../scripts/app.js"></script>
  <script src="../scripts/productController2.js">
  </script>
  <!-- ** END SCRIPT AREA ** -->
</body>
</html>

Listing 1: The outline of the HTML for the Product page

Figure 3: The Add or Edit mode of the product page
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for each object you created in the validate() function.  
If you wish data to be inserted into your HTML that isn’t  
a part of a directive, place any property name within curly 
braces, such as {{msg.message}}. This data-binding  
syntax causes Angular to interpret the data within the braces 
and insert the resulting data into that location in the HTML. 
In this case, the message property is inserted into a new <li> 
element for each object in the messages array.

Call Web API to Get List of Products
You’ve done quite a bit with Angular, but at some point, 
you need data from a database. This is where you need to 
use the Web API to get data from your backend data store. 

Modify the HTML in the messages area to repeat the <li> 
tag and display the message property in the object you 
added in the validate() function. 

<ul>
  <li ng-repeat="msg in uiState.messages">
    {{msg.message}}
  </li>
</ul>

The ng-repeat directive causes Angular to repeat the ele-
ment it’s attached to for each object contained in the ar-
ray. This is similar to the foreach statement in C#. The ng- 
repeat directive creates a temporary variable named msg 

function setUIState(state) {
  // Set page state
  vm.uiState.mode = state;

  switch (state) {
    case pageMode.LIST:
      vm.uiState.isDetailAreaVisible = false;
      vm.uiState.isListAreaVisible = true;
      vm.uiState.isSearchAreaVisible = true;
      vm.uiState.isMessageAreaVisible = false;
      break;
    case pageMode.ADD:
      vm.uiState.isDetailAreaVisible = true;
      vm.uiState.isListAreaVisible = false;
      vm.uiState.isSearchAreaVisible = false;
      vm.uiState.messages = [];

      break;
    case pageMode.EDIT:
      vm.uiState.isDetailAreaVisible = true;
      vm.uiState.isListAreaVisible = false;
      vm.uiState.isSearchAreaVisible = false;
      vm.uiState.messages = [];
      break;
    case pageMode.EXCEPTION:
      vm.uiState.isMessageAreaVisible = true;
      break;
    case pageMode.VALIDATION:
      vm.uiState.isMessageAreaVisible = true;
      break;
  }
}

Listing 3: A switch statement works well for handling the different UI states

vm.uiState = {};

// Private Variables
const pageMode = {
  LIST: 'List',
  EDIT: 'Edit',
  ADD: 'Add',
  EXCEPTION: 'Exception',
  VALIDATION: 'Validation'
};

// Create the uiState object literal
function initUIState() {
  return {
    mode: pageMode.LIST,
    isDetailAreaVisible: false,
    isListAreaVisible: false,
    isMessageAreaVisible: false,
    isSearchAreaVisible: false,
    messages: []
  };
}

Listing 2: Use an object literal to control the UI state of the page

vm.addClick = addClick;
vm.cancelClick = cancelClick;
vm.editClick = editClick;
vm.deleteClick = deleteClick;
vm.saveClick = saveClick;

function addClick()
{
  setUIState(pageMode.ADD);
}

function cancelClick() {
  setUIState(pageMode.LIST);
}

function editClick(id) {
  // TODO: Get Data Here

  setUIState(pageMode.EDIT);
}

function deleteClick(id) {
  // TODO: Delete data here
}

function saveClick() {
  saveData();
}

function saveData() {
  // TODO: Save data here
  setUIState(pageMode.LIST);
}

Listing 4: Expose your click event functions through the Angular $scope
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  List<Product> list = new List<Product>();

  list = GetDataHere();

  return Ok(list);
}

Store a JSON Array in Your Angular Scope
Once this array is returned to your Angular controller, 
store this array of objects in a variable on your scope ob-
ject. Create the following variable, named products.

vm.products = [];

Add a new function to your Angular controller named  
getAll(). This function uses the $http data service to call 
the Get() Web API. Use the .get() function on the data 
service to make the call to your C# Get() method. The 
.get() function returns a promise object, and if the status 
code returned is between 200 and 299, the code within 
the .then() function is executed. Retrieve the JSON array 
of product objects from the data property and place it into 
the products property you created on the view model.

function getAll() {
  dataService.get("/api/Product")
    .then(function (result) {
      vm.products = result.data;

Angular provides a service to call the Web API methods to 
get this data. To use this Angular service, add a second pa-
rameter to the controller function. The second parameter is 
named $http and it uses either XMLHttpRequest or JSONP 
to call your Web API. Just as you did with the $scope, cre-
ate your own variable to represent this service. By mapping 
to your own variable, you give yourself flexibility later if 
you wish to use a different service for getting data.

function PTCController($scope, $http) {
  var vm = $scope;
  var dataService = $http

}

The first Web API call you make is to retrieve a list of prod-
ucts from your backend data store. The next snippet is 
some C# code that you might write in a Web API controller 
to retrieve some data. Where the method named GetData-
Here() is located is where you write the appropriate code 
using the Entity Framework, ADO.NET, or other data-access 
technology to retrieve a collection of product objects. 
When using C# from .NET, the .NET runtime automatically 
serializes your C# List of product objects as a JSON array.

[HttpGet()]
public IHttpActionResult Get()
{

<button class="btn btn-sm btn-success"
        type="button"
        ng-click="addClick()">
  <i class="glyphicon glyphicon-plus"></i>
  &nbsp;Add
</button>

<button class="btn btn-sm btn-primary"
        type="button"
        ng-click="saveClick()">
  <i class="glyphicon glyphicon-floppy-disk">

  </i>
  &nbsp;Save
</button>

<button class="btn btn-sm btn-primary"
        type="button"
        ng-click="cancelClick()">
  <i class="glyphicon glyphicon-remove-circle">
  </i>
  &nbsp;Cancel
</button>

Listing 5: Use the ng-click directive to call each of your click event functions

function saveData() {
  // Insert or Update the data
  if (vm.uiState.mode === pageMode.ADD) {
    insertData();
  }
  else if (vm.uiState.mode === pageMode.EDIT) {
    updateData();
  }

  if (vm.uiState.mode === pageMode.EXCEPTION ||
      vm.uiState.mode === pageMode.VALIDATION) {
    // Check for validation error
    setUIState(vm.uiState.mode);
  }
  else {
    setUIState(pageMode.LIST);
  }
}

Listing 6: Your save function modifies data and sets the UI state for validation errors

function validate() {
  // Simulate a data validation error
  vm.uiState.mode = pageMode.VALIDATION;

  vm.uiState.messages.push(
  {
    property: 'ProductName',
    message: 'Product Name must be filled in.'
  });

  vm.uiState.messages.push(
  {
    property: 'Url',
    message: 'Url must be filled in.'
  });

  return false;
}

Listing 7: Simulate validation errors in order to test your message data binding
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ence the products array to get each product one-by-one and 
build a <tr> element for each, as shown in Listing 9.

The code in Listing 9 uses the data binding syntax like 
you used for displaying messages earlier in this article. 
The ng-repeat directive creates a product object for each 
object contained in the products array. As Angular iter-
ates through the array, it uses the property name on the 
product object to build your HTML table.

When you use the ng-click directive in the edit and delete 
anchor tags, you don’t need to use the double curly braces 
as you do with normal data-binding in Angular. Because 
you’re using an Angular directive, it already knows that 
any object you pass within the directive is contained 
within the scope of the controller.

Summary
In this article, you started your journey to learning to use 
Angular to create a simple add, edit, and delete page. You 
also learned how to control visibility of different areas on 
a single page. You then learned how to display validation 
and error messages. You finished by making a Web API 
call to retrieve product data. In the next article, you’ll 
learn how to retrieve a single product and how to insert, 
update, and delete data using Angular and the Web API.

    function (error) {
      handleException(error);
    });
}

Locate the call to the init() function at the top of your 
controller function and add a call to the getAll() func-
tion after the init() call. Calling this function after the 
init() function causes the product page to display a list of 
products right when the page is loaded. If you don’t want 
products displayed upon entry, don’t call this function.

// Get all products
getAll();

Handle Exceptions
If an HTTP status code that doesn’t lie between 200 and 
299 is returned, the code in the error function is executed. 
In the case of an exception, display an error message to 
the user. Create a handleException() function, as shown 
in Listing 8. 

The error object returned from the $http data service is an 
object with a few properties that are of interest. The status 
property is the HTTP status code returned from the Web API 
call. This might be something like 500, 404, or any other 
error code. The statusText is the typical text, like “internal 
server error” or “resource not found”. If your Web API gen-
erates any additional error text, you can retrieve that from 
the data objects’ ExceptionMessage property.

Once you have the error information, create an object that 
has property and message properties. Store the informa-
tion you want to display to the user in the message prop-
erty. Push this object onto your uiState.messages array 
and call the setUIState() function, passing in the Excep-
tion mode, and this makes the message area visible on the 
screen with the error text displayed.

Build an HTML Table Using Angular Templates
Build a template within the <tbody> tag to bind the product 
data to the table. Use the ng-repeat directive as you did 
when building the message list. For the product table, refer-

<tbody>
  <tr ng-repeat="product in products">
    <td class='pdsa-action-button-column'>
      <a href='#' class='btn btn-default btn-sm'
          ng-click="editClick(product.ProductId)">
        <i class='glyphicon glyphicon-edit'></i>
      </a>
    </td>
    <td>{{product.ProductName}}</td>
    <td>{{product.IntroductionDate | date: 'MM/dd/yyyy'}}</td>
    <td>{{product.Url}}</td>
    <td>{{product.Price | currency: "$"}}</td>
    <td class='pdsa-action-button-column'>
      <a href='#' class='btn btn-default btn-sm'
          ng-click="deleteClick(product.ProductId)">
        <i class='glyphicon glyphicon-trash'></i>
      </a>
    </td>
  </tr>
</tbody>

Listing 9: Create an HTML table using Angular data binding and ng-repeat directive

As Angular iterates through 
the array, it uses the property 
name on the product object to 
build your HTML table.

function handleException(error) {
  // Get error information
  var msg = {
    property: error.status,
    message: error.statusText
  };

  // Add any additional error text to message
  if (error.data != null) {
    msg.message += ' - '

                + error.data.ExceptionMessage;
  }

  // Reset array & add error message
  vm.uiState.messages = [];
  vm.uiState.messages.push(msg);

  // Set UI State to Exception or Validation
  setUIState(pageMode.EXCEPTION);
}

Listing 8: Gather data from the Angular error object to display to the user

 Paul D. Sheriff
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AngularJS2, AzureAD, and Office365
In my previous article in CODE Magazine, I talked about why I’m super-excited about AngularJS2, and what benefits it brings. To recap, 
you get better performance, cleaner code, TypeScript, it’s standards-based, and the fact that it’s a lot easier to learn. Certainly, over 
time, best practices will emerge and we’ll push this platform to its limits as well. But there are two things with every new platform:

• When it’s fresh and new, we’re excited about the 
possibilities and capabilities.

• When it’s fresh and new, we miss all the support 
and libraries and knowledgebase that has yet to be 
created for it.

Speaking of libraries and knowledgebases, for Angular-
JS1, we had Ionic, we had Electron, and we had some 
pretty sweet TDD frameworks. I hope to cover their re-
placements in future articles. In this article, I’ll talk 
about an empty hole that most Microsoft developers will 
notice, and that is ADAL.js.

ADAL.js
ADAL.js is the JavaScript active directory authentication 
library. Although it could be used outside of AngularJS, 
it was written with AngularJS1 in mind. It worked on a 
concept of pushing in HTTP Interceptors that examined 
every request going out and coming in. Every request go-
ing out was automatically modified by adding an access 
token. Every request coming in automatically checked for 
a 401 (Unauthorized) HTTP status code, and asked the 
user to perform the Azure AD authentication. ADAL.js also 
renewed access tokens using a hidden IFrame, and had 
enough smarts to understand the limitations of various 
browsers and provide suitable workarounds.

ADAL.js could be improved however. 

• I wish it didn’t create global variables such as 
“Username”.

• I wish it were written with Electron and Cordova in 
mind and supported concepts such as refresh tokens.

• I wish it provided hooks allowing saving refresh to-
kens over multiple runs of the application, just like 
ADAL.js’s other ADAL libraries provided for other 
platforms.

Still, I was happy to have ADAL.js because writing all 
that authentication logic can be cumbersome. Well, for 
AngularJS2, there isn’t such a library. What’s more, An-
gularJS2 requires us to think of the application structure 
for authentication somewhat differently, which I intend to 
show in this article.

What About OAuth
A lot of us want to target simple OAuth with grant_
type:password or something simple. At the end of the 
day, no matter how you authenticate, you’re handed an 
access token. Using that access token, you can make suc-
cessful requests. Now, how you get that access token may 
differ. A simple grant_type:password—say supported by 
your ADFS 3.0 endpoints, or perhaps Google etc.—is a 
simple CORS POST request. On the other hand, AzureAD 
authentication uses a two-step process to authenticate: 

1. It redirects you to the AzureAD authentication end 
point with enough information in the querystring pa-
rameters allowing AzureAD to identify your application, 
and a redirect URI, i.e., where to send the ID_TOKEN 
back once the authentication has been performed.

2. Once your application receives an ID_TOKEN, it does 
another GET request, asking for an access token for 
specific resources. In other words, ID_TOKEN iden-
tifies you as the user, but then to get an access 
token that lets you call Microsoft Graph, you have 
to request an access token specific to the Microsoft 
Graph, etc.

This two step process, while necessary for AzureAD, Com-
mon Consent, and Office 365, is arguably both more 
powerful and more complex than simple OAuth. I use the 
word “complex” with some reservations though—two GET 
requests is hardly complex, but you get my drift.

In order to create an application structure, I’ve encapsu-
lated all this logic into its own Angular2 service. If you 
wish to replace it with simple OAuth, you just need a dif-
ferent, albeit simpler, implementation of this service. The 
rest of the concepts demonstrated here will work with 
simple OAuth also.
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Sahil Malik
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Figure 1: The app’s file/folder structure
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gular2 app that’s almost exactly like the quick starter you 
can find at angular.io.

Now let’s start building the actual application logic. What 
I intend to do is: 

• Set up basic routing between two main routes: 
files and login. The intention is that the starter 
page consists of files, and it prompts the user to 
click a button, which, behind the scenes, executes 
a command to query for files in the Microsoft 
Graph. And if the user isn’t logged in, it redirects 
the user to the login route, where the user clicks 
a button to perform AzureAD authentication and 
gain an access token. The goal here is that the 
author of the application logic shouldn’t have to 
worry about the cruft of authentication. I should 
be able to call the REST API’s, authentication—no 
matter what kind it is—and should be transparent 
to the application logic.

• Create a service to help with AzureAD authentication.
• Create another service to encapsulate all my HTTP 

calls that I wish to be authenticated.
• Create a file to hold some constants that I’ll need 

for the AzureAD app identification, etc.

Let’s get started. For the routing, you’ll need the central 
app.component.ts, so go ahead and create a file with that 
name under the app folder. 

You’ll need two pages, login and files. Go ahead and cre-
ate a login.component.ts and login.component.html. 

What Will I Build
In this article, I’m going to build a simple application. It 
will use AngularJS2; specifically, it’ll make use of Routing, 
HTTP, and demonstrate how you can call APIs protected 
by AzureAD using AngularJS2. I’ll also show how I struc-
tured the application, the naming conventions I used, etc. 
There’s a lot of detail to cover here; I’ll keep this article 
pertinent to AngularJS2, and refer you to ancillary con-
cepts, such as registering applications in AzureAD, or the 
specific authentication flow to use (and more) to alternate 
resources on the Internet. Also, I’ll share source code.

Here are the references you’ll need to follow along with 
this article.

• Azure Active Directory basics: http://www.codemag.
com/Article/1503041

• Extending Office365: http://www.codemag.com/
Article/1507031 

• Source code for this article: https://github.com/
maliksahil/Angular2AzureAD 

Basic Application Structure
This application is built using AngularJS2 and TypeScript. 
My dev environment is VSCode. To start cloning this git, 
repo https://github.com/maliksahil/Angular2Start. This 
gives you a basic Angular2 app using TypeScript. You can 
open that directory in VSCode, and run npm install and 
npm start to get started. If you’re curious, feel free to 
see how that app is constructed; it’s a plain vanilla An-

Figure 2: The native client app permissions

http://www.codemag.com/Article/1503041
http://www.codemag.com/Article/1503041
http://www.codemag.com/Article/1507031
http://www.codemag.com/Article/1507031
https://github.com/maliksahil/Angular2AzureAD
https://github.com/maliksahil/Angular2AzureAD
https://github.com/maliksahil/Angular2Start
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Writing the Services
Next, let’s focus on the services. The first service is the 
AzureADAuthHelper.ts file. The logic here is quite easy. 
It exposes a public method called login that starts the 
entire login process. The login logic works as follows:

Similarly, create a files.component.ts and a files.compo-
nent.html. Note the naming convention I’m following; by 
looking at the filename, it’s pretty clear what each file 
does. Also, it’s a lot easier to search for files in Visual 
Studio code if they are named intuitively.

Next, let’s add files for the services. Add a file called  
azureADAuthHelper.service.ts, which is the service that 
helps you encapsulate AzureAD authentication. Add  
another file called authenticatedHttp.service.ts, which  
encapsulates all HTTP calls that I wish to be authenti-
cated. 

Finally, add a file called serviceConstants.ts. This holds 
the various constants you need to identify the application 
with AzureAD. 

Your final file structure, minus the .gitignore, .js.map, .js, 
and node_modules files, should look like Figure 1.

Now, let’s start authoring some code.

Registering the App in Azure AD 
and serviceConstants.ts
Go ahead and register your app as a native client appli-
cation in your Office365 tenancy. Also, remember to set 
OAuth2 implicit flow. Ensure that the permissions are set 
up as shown in Figure 2. If what I just said makes zero 
sense to you, please read the articles referenced in the 
“What Will I Build” section.

Once you get a client ID, update your serviceConstants.ts 
with the code shown in Listing 1. Note that your Client 
ID will be different from mine—and don’t try using mine; 
I’ve already deleted it.

get(url) {
  var promise = new Promise((resolve, reject) => {
    let headers = new Headers();
    this.createAuthorizationHeader(headers);
    var observable = this.http.get(url, { headers: headers });
    observable.subscribe(
      res => {
        resolve(res.json());
      },
      err => {
        if (err.status == 401) {
          this._router.navigate(['/Login']);
        } else reject(err);          
      });
  });
  return promise;
}

Listing 2: The AuthenticatedHttpService get method

export class SvcConsts {
 public static CLIENT_ID: string =
 "5c74c564-8ea2-477d-acdd-09618455bd1d";
 public static TENTANT_ID: string =
 "winsmartsdev.onmicrosoft.com";
 public static GRAPH_RESOURCE: string =
 "https://graph.microsoft.com";
}

Listing 1: The serviceConstants.ts file

Ready, Set,

Go!
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• It redirects you to the AzureAD sign-in page with 
some information that includes the ClientID and Re-
directURI. Client ID is the identity you put in the 
serviceConstants.ts file and RedirectURI is where 
you wish the ID Token to be sent back to, which, in 
this case, is the app itself.

• Once you get the ID Token, do another redirect to 
the AzureAD token endpoint with this ID token, 

import { Component } from 'angular2/core';
import { HTTP_PROVIDERS } from 'angular2/http';
import { AuthenticatedHttpService } 
     from './authenticatedHttp.service';
import { AzureADAuthHelper } from "./AzureADAuthHelper.service"

@Component({
    selector: "files",
    templateUrl: "app/files.component.html",
    providers: [
        HTTP_PROVIDERS, 
        AuthenticatedHttpService, 
        AzureADAuthHelper]
})

export class FilesComponent {
    private files = [];
    constructor(
        private _http: AuthenticatedHttpService) { }

    getFiles() {
        var resourceURL =            "https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0/me/
drive/root/children";
        this._http.get(resourceURL).then((files) => {
            this.files = files.value;
        })
    }
}

Listing 4: files.component.ts

import { Component } from "angular2/core";
import { AzureADAuthHelper } from "./AzureADAuthHelper.service";

@Component({
    selector: "login",
    templateUrl: "app/login.component.html",
     providers:[AzureADAuthHelper]
})

export class LoginComponent {
    constructor(private _azureADAuthHelper:AzureADAuthHelper) {} 
    login() {
         this._azureADAuthHelper.login();
    }
}

Listing 3: login.component.ts

<button (click)="getFiles()">Get Files</button>
<ul>
    <li *ngFor="#file of files">
        <span>{{file.name}}</span>
        <span>{{file.size}}</span>
    </li>
</ul>

Listing 5: The databound view

Client ID, TenantID, and requesting permission 
on a specific resource. Assuming that the app has 
that access granted, which you set up in Figure 2, 
you’re returned an access token. This access to-
ken is then available as a public property on this 
object. 

You can find the entire code in the associated code down-
load at https://github.com/maliksahil/Angular2AzureAD, 
but really, it’s the above logic you need to know. The code, 
which is quite wordy, does the above described logic.

Once you’ve written the AzureADAuthHelper.ts, focus on 
the authenticatedHttp.service.ts service. The intention of 
this service is to act as an authenticated HTTP client. It’s 
a class that’s injectable, and it inherits from the normal 
HTTP client. This AuthenticatedHttpService, accepts the 
azureADAuthHelper class as an injected dependency. The 
reason that I’ve structured the code in this form is be-
cause now I can inject any other kind of authentication 

import { Component } from 'angular2/core';
import { Router, RouteConfig,
    ROUTER_DIRECTIVES, ROUTER_PROVIDERS}
from "angular2/router";
import {LoginComponent} from './login.component';
import {FilesComponent} from './files.component';

@Component({
    selector: 'app',
    template: '<router-outlet></router-outlet>',
    directives: [ROUTER_DIRECTIVES],
    providers: [ROUTER_PROVIDERS]

})

@RouteConfig([
    { path: '/files', name: 'Files', component: FilesComponent },
    { path: '/login', name: 'Login', component: LoginComponent }
])

export class AppComponent {
    constructor(private _router: Router) {
        this._router.navigate(['/Files']);
    }
}

Listing 6: The app.component.ts defining the overall routes

https://github.com/maliksahil/Angular2AzureAD
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As my application grows, I just need to tell my team that 
they should use the AuthenticatedHttpService client in-
stead of the normal HTTP client. And since the API is pro-
tected by authentication anyway, I think there’ll be no 
danger of someone not using the unauthenticated client; 
it simply won’t work. Plus, if I ever wish to use a different 
authentication provider, the change is encapsulated in a 
single file.

Figure 3: Application launch

Figure 4: Login component

Figure 5: The application running

helper, for instance, an ADFS 3.0 OAuth authentication 
helper. 

The AuthenticatedHttpService has a constructor that ac-
cepts the following dependencies:

• HTTP (from angular2/http)
• Router (from angular2/router)
• AzureADAuthHelper (from azureADAuthHelper.ts)

You might be wondering, why I’m injecting the router. The idea 
is that this authenticatedHttpService client wraps the normal, 
out-of-the-box HTTP object; if your call results in a 401 error 
(unauthorized), it automatically redirects to the /Login route. 
This means that the rest of the application need not do all 
these checks; I have them neatly tied up in a single class.

Next, I need to implement the various GET, POST, DELETE, 
PUT methods that implement this behavior. For the sake 
of brevity, I’m only demonstrating a simple GET call, but 
you can implement other methods, as necessary. The logic 
for the GET method can be seen in Listing 2. 

As can be seen in Listing 2, if the return happens to be 
an error, and the error happens to be a 401 (unauthor-
ized), I’m simply routing to the Login page.

The Login Component
The login component now becomes incredibly simple! 
Really, all it needs to do is offer a sign in button that 
calls AzureADAuthHelper.login(). The TypeScript portion 
of this component can be seen in Listing 3. 

Also, the HTML for this component in the login.compo-
nent.html file can be seen in this snippet:

<button (click)="login()">Sign-in</button>

As can be seen, its just a simple button that calls Azure 
ADAuthHelper—which is injected into the constructor as 
a dependency.

The Functionality (Files) Component
Now here is where you can begin to reap the benefits of 
the application structure. The code for the TypeScript com-
ponent of the Files component can be seen in Listing 4.

As is evident, you’re injecting the authentication services. 
Then, instead of using the usual out–of--the-box HTTP cli-
ent to make the REST call, you’re using the HTTP client 
to make the call. Yep, it’s really as simple as that now. 
What’s happening behind the scenes is that the services 
are encapsulating the redirect to login, etc., the junk that 
honestly, I’d rather not have to worry about when I’m 
writing the actual business logic. 

Instead of using the usual  
out-of-the-box HTTP client  
to make the rest call, 
you’re using the HTTP client.
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fast, you might miss them, or just run your code in debug 
mode and set breakpoints.

After those directs, you’ll have an access token, and 
you’ll be back on the files component, similar to Figure 
3. Because you have a valid access token now, clicking 
on Get Files now queries your OneDrive for the files you 
might have there, as shown in Figure 5. 

That’s all there is to it. You just wrote a simple Angu-
larJS2 application that’s able to query OneDrive. You 
could easily enhance this to add more functionality if 
you wish. 

Summary
This article showed you a practical implementation of how 
you can write AngularJS2 single page applications that 
authenticate with AzureAD, and are able to call AzureAD 
protected APIs, such as Microsoft Graph. In the process of 
writing this app, I was able to demonstrate how I com-
posed my application, how I structured and named the 
files. I also showed how I made use of dependency injec-
tion, a key feature of AngularJS, to encapsulate all of my 
authentication logic in a single place, making the rest of 
my application neat and clean.

This is by far not production-ready code. Ideally, I’d want 
to enhance the authentication helper classes to allow me 
to store the ID token for long-running applications. Or 
be able to support multiple authentication providers. Or 
perhaps the ability to package this app into a mobile app 
using Cordova, or desktop apps using Electron. That and 
more will be covered in subsequent articles.

In the meanwhile, happy coding!

 Sahil Malik
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As you can guess, if the call succeeds, I’m setting the files 
property on my exported class, which I’m simply data-
binding to the view, as can be seen in Listing 5. 

The Main App and Routing
All that’s left to do now is set up the overall app routing 
and bootstrap code.

The bootstrap code can be seen here: 

import {bootstrap} 
    from 'angular2/platform/browser';
import {AppComponent} 
    from './app.component'
import {
    Router, RouteConfig,
    ROUTER_DIRECTIVES,
    ROUTER_PROVIDERS
} from "angular2/router";
bootstrap(AppComponent, [ROUTER_PROVIDERS]);

It’s the usual Angular2 bootstrap code that you’d ex-
pect. I’m injecting router-related directives and provid-
ers because I intend to use them all over the applica-
tion. You could inject the authentication helper class 
here as well.

The app.component.ts, which is your bootstrapped com-
ponent, simply needs to define the routing now. This can 
be seen in Listing 6. As can be seen, you’re defining two 
routes: one for login and one for the application itself. As 
the app grows more complex, you can define more routes 
here, or define child routes in underlying components. 
As long as you continue to use the Authentication helper 
services, it should all still work.

Running the Application
From the terminal or command prompt, run npm start 
to launch the application and typescript compilation. The 
browser should launch pointing to http://localhost:3000. 
Ensure that http://localhost:3000/* is specified as a 
wildcard redirect URI in your AzureAD app registration. 
The application should load at the /files URL because that 
is defined as the first URL in the RouteConfig. You could 
also set as the default URL if you wish. The application 
should look Figure 3. 

When you click on Get Files, the application tries to do 
an HTTP call to the server, but is met with a 401 error 
because you haven’t authenticated yet. The application 
should now show you a Login button, as shown in Figure 
4, because you have redirected to the login page.

Clicking on the Sign-in button takes you to AzureAD, 
whereupon providing the correct credentials results in 
two redirects. Watch closely, because they happen so 

The redirects happen 
so fast that you 
might miss them! 

http://www.codemag.com/consulting
mailto:info@codemag.com
http://localhost:3000
http://localhost:3000/*
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Simplest Thing Possible:  
Dynamic Lambda Expressions
This month, I resurrect my series on breaking down complex techniques to a few simple steps that provides a reasonable 
basis for you to learn the essentials and then take that knowledge to the next level. This is a first in a series that focuses on 
.NET’s dynamic language capabilities. Two of .NET’s most powerful features are the Expression Trees and Lambda Expressions.

Even so, they continue to be misunderstood despite the 
fact that they’ve been part of .NET since 2009. In 2010, 
the Dynamic Type was introduced and that gave us the 
ability to create dynamic lambda expressions. 

In this article, I’ll break through the numerous convoluted 
examples that you may have already encountered and show 
you the basics of what you need to get productive right 
away with dynamic lambda expressions. Lambda’s and ex-
pression trees can get complex. Instead of focusing on the 
minutia, I’m going to cut through to the good stuff.  

Data Classes and Data Set
To get started, you need a sample data set. Listing 1 il-
lustrates the data classes that will be used for the ex-
amples in this article. Listing 2 illustrates the sample 
data set.

A Simple Lambda Expression Query
Just about every application requires some form of data 
access and query capability. Using the data classes and 
data set illustrated in Listing 1 and Listing 2 respective-
ly, you can employ the following query to find all people 
with the first name of John:

var result = _people.Where(person => person.FirstName
 == "John").ToList();

Lambda expressions, like is the one illustrated above, are 
very powerful. There is also some inflexibility, although 
you can easily vary the value you use to compare to the 
FirstName property. What if you want to vary the prop-
erty? That is, as it turns out, a bit more complicated. 

In the next section, I’ll convert the query listed above to be 
dynamic so that it can be built and compiled at run time.

Creating Your First Dynamic Lambda 
Expression
The key to understanding how to create dynamic lambda 
expressions rests with understanding the Expressions 
Class, which is part of the System.Linq.Expressions 
Namespace. The first step is to create a parameter expres-
sion that allows you to validate and compile against a 
known type. In this case, the type is in the Person and 
Address Classes:

var parameterExpression =
 Expression.Parameter(Type.GetType("ExpressionTreeTests.
Person"), "person");

Once you have you parameter expression, you can begin 
to build the additional components. The following code 
creates an expression constant:

var constant = Expression.Constant("John");

The expression constant has to be compared to some proper-
ty. The code in the next snippet creates a property expression. 

var property = Expression.Property(parameterExpression,
 "FirstName");

Note that the parameter expression created earlier is used 
to validate the property. If the property name passed as a 
string isn’t found for the specified type, an error is thrown.

Next, you need to bring the expression constant and 
property together. In this case, you wish to test whether 
or not a property is equal to a string constant. The follow-
ing code brings those two expressions together:

var expression = Expression.Equal(property, constant);

The expression variable’s string representation is:

{(person.FirstName == "John")}

Once an expression has been created, you can create a lamb-
da expression. The next code snippet accomplishes that task:

var lambda = Expression.Lambda<Func<Person,
 bool>>(expression, parameterExpression);

In this case, the lambda represents a delegate function that 
accepts a Person argument and returns a Boolean value 
to indicate whether the specified Person object meets the 
query criteria. In this case, the query criterion is wheth-
er the FirstName == “John”. The following illustrates the 
string representation of the dynamic lambda expression:

{person => (person.FirstName == "John")}

This is identical to the lambda expression in the simple 
lambda expression query listed above. The only difference 
is that instead of embedding the definition in the code, 
you’ve built it dynamically. The last step before using the 
dynamic lambda expression is to compile it:

var compiledLambda = lambda.Compile();

Now that the lambda is compiled, you can use it in a query:

var result = _people.Where(compiledLambda).ToList();
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Lambdas and Expression 
Trees

A good resource for further 
details on lambdas and 
expression trees can be found 
on the MSDN site: https://msdn.
microsoft.com/en-us/library/
bb397951.aspx.

expression = Expression.Or(expression, expression2);

The rest of the code is like the previous example:

var lambda = Expression.Lambda<Func<Person,
 bool>>(expression, parameterExpression);

var compiledLambda = lambda.Compile();

var result = _people.Where(compiledLambda).ToList();

The following illustrates the generated lambda:

{person => ((person.FirstName == "John") Or
 (person.Address.City == "Paoli"))}

In the next installment, I’ll illustrate how to create dynam-
ic lambda expressions in the context of dictionaries that 
consist of a string,object pair. On one hand, string,object 
pairs are very flexible in that anything can be stored as 
an object. On the other hand, querying a dictionary of 
string,object requires you to cast the object to a specific 
data type. Add dynamic lambdas to the mix, and the chal-
lenge is greater. I’ll cover those situations next time. 

That’s it. That’s all there is to building a simple dynamic 
lambda expression. What if you have compound criteria? 
Let’s tackle that next. 

Creating a Dynamic Lambda with 
Compound Criteria
The following is an example lambda expression with com-
pound criteria:

var result = _people.Where(person => person.FirstName ==
 "John" || person.Address.City == "Paoli" ).ToList();

To duplicate the code dynamically, you can start with the 
same elements as in the first example:

var parameterExpression = 
Expression.Parameter(Type.GetType("ExpressionTreeTests
.Person"), "person");
var constant = Expression.Constant("John");
var property = Expression.Property(parameterExpression,
 "FirstName");
var expression = Expression.Equal(property, constant);

Next, you need to build up the second expression. This 
one is a bit more complicated because the City property 
is a member of an object that is, in turn, a member of the 
Person Class: Person.Address.City. You might think that 
you could simply write this code:

var property = Expression.Property(parameterExpression,
 "Address.City"); //This will not work

Instead, you have to traverse the hierarchy in order to 
validate nested properties:

Expression property2 = parameterExpression;

foreach (var member in "Address.City".Split('.'))
  {
     property2 = Expression.PropertyOrField(property2, 
member);
  }

With the property expression resolved, you can now join 
it to the constant:

constant = Expression.Constant("Paoli");
var expression2 = Expression.Equal(property2,
 constant);

The next step involves joining the two expressions:

private List<Person> _people = new List<Person>();
var person = new Person();
person.FirstName = "John";
person.LastName = "Doe";
person.Age = 29;
person.Address.Number = "1234";
person.Address.Street = "Main Street";
person.Address.City = "Philadelphia";
person.Address.State = "PA";
person.Address.Zipcode = "19101";

_people.Add(person);

person = new Person();
person.FirstName = "Bob";
person.LastName = "Smith";
person.Age = 65;
person.Address.Number = "123";
person.Address.Street = "Lancaster Avenue";
person.Address.City = "Paoli";
person.Address.State = "PA";
person.Address.Zipcode = "19301";

_people.Add(person);

Listing 2: Data Set

    public class Address
    {
        public string Number { get; set; }
        public string Street { get; set; }
        public string City { get; set; }
        public string State { get; set; }
        public string Zipcode { get; set; }
    }
    public class Person
    {

        public Person()
        {
            this.Address = new Address();
        }

        public string FirstName { get; set; }
        public string LastName { get; set; }
        public Address Address { get; set; }
        public int Age { get; set; }
    }

Listing 1: Data Classes 

 John V. Petersen
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Support Your Application Post-Launch 
Intelligently Using Intercom.io
When building mobile applications, the majority of the focus is on the implementation of the product, and, as a result, little 
thought goes into what’s needed to support the product post-launch. Priorities revolve around building a workable end-
product to take to market. However, once available to the public, success may depend on your ability to understand how

your users use the app. You need to interact with those 
users in order to get valuable feedback and quickly pivot 
to give your users what they want—or need—to continue 
using your application.  

In many instances, the budget drives priorities and, logi-
cally, a post-launch support strategy won’t get used un-
til you launch. Intercom.io sets out to provide a suite of 
tools that allow you to continue focusing on the most 
important priority of getting your application to market, 
while still offering several robust support options, all re-
quiring almost no additional development effort. 

From detailed analytics, automated email messaging, and 
real-time customer support chat with integrated push no-
tifications, Intercom provides several affordable options 
to expand your offering and give you the tools you need 
to drive the evolution of your application.

Intercom.io
Intercom.io offers a wide range of products covering plat-
forms from Web to mobile. The Intercom platform includes 
a suite of products covering live chat, marketing, feed-
back, and support. Its mission is to simplify communica-
tion with your customers by allowing you to offer a better 
custom support experience, get targeted feedback from 
your current users, or drive engagement and boost con-
versions. This article explore those offerings in detail and 
then walks you through coding an implementation of In-
tercom’s mobile offerings, with a look at iOS specifically.

Introduction
• Intercom’s flagship features revolve around letting 

you communicate with your user base intelligently 
and efficiently, in real-time. You deliver this fea-
ture via an embeddable code snippet that overlays 
a support launch icon in one of the corners of the 
screen. You can control where to place this icon 
and, in the event that you want a more customized 

experience, you can forgo the icon and trigger the 
action manually using a custom interaction that you 
develop within your product. On the Web, when the 
user interacts with the icon, they see something 
similar to the demonstration illustrated in Figure 1. 
After the user types their question or response, the 
widget enlarges to a chat frame that sticks to the 
right-hand side of the screen, as depicted in Figure 
2, allowing your users to browse the site while they 
engage with your team.

Intercom advertises four distinct ways to use this inte-
grated messaging platform:

• Acquire: Use the user metrics to proactively target 
new users of your product in an attempt to convert 
them to customers.

• Engage: Use targeted email and in-app notifica-
tions to engage and retain your existing user base.

• Learn: Use chat or email to solicit your active user 
base for feedback. Target the most engaged users 
on any specific feature and get valuable feedback 
from them in real-time.

• Support: Give users an easy access point to ask 
questions and get real-time support from your 
team.

With the integrated event-tracking and analytics, it be-
comes more than just a messaging platform. It allows 
you to target specific groups of users, either manually or 
through automated messages and responses. The follow-
ing sections provide an in-depth look into how this works 
and what sort of detailed options you can tap into. 

Smarter Communication
Intercom has a variety of ways to help you communicate 
smarter with your users. It starts with knowing the user. 
Intercom tracks user data including email, location, time 
zone, first time visiting the site, whether or not they are 
currently active on the site, the last page on which they 
were active, and time-stamped actions that the user has 
performed on your site. If your site or application re-
quires a login, or has user accounts, Intercom adds the 
individual’s name as well as any number of customized 
user data points that you wish to track.

Beyond the general information for each user, Intercom 
can track what each user does while using your applica-
tion. You can add custom event hooks that log specific 
details for the triggered action. Like a user record, each 
event record can have any number of custom parameters 
stored with it, so you not only identify the action taken, 
but the context as well.
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Intercom Product Offering

For additional details on 
Intercom’s product offering  
and use cases, visit:  
https://www.intercom.io/
customer-intelligence

Figure 1: The Intercom.io real-time chat widget launch icon installed on a website

Figure 2: Intercom.io real-time chat window in expanded format on the Web.

https://www.intercom.io/customer-intelligence
https://www.intercom.io/customer-intelligence
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using the platform for longer than “x” amount of 
time.

3. Filter your user base by individuals who’ve used this 
specific feature at least “y” times.

4. Filter by individuals who used this specific feature in 
the last “z” days.

5. Send the feedback request only to this subset of users.

With this process, you should have a high level of confi-
dence that each returned response comes straight from 
the individuals who use it most, giving you the best 
chance at meaningful feedback. This merely represents 
one of the many different ways you can use Intercom’s 
targeted user metrics. To find out more, check the sidebar 
for additional use cases.

Managing the Conversation
Once the user clicks the messaging icon and initiates a con-
versation, that message is sent to your conversation inbox, 
as pictured in Figure 3. Conversations start as unassigned 
until one of your application admins assigns it, or responds 

Once you configure your application to track users and 
store this information, you can apply that context to your 
communication. For instance, let’s say that you want to 
gather feedback for an updated feature that you recently 
re-launched. You could solicit your entire user base. How-
ever, consider the following scenarios:

• Some of your users haven’t tried this new feature yet 
so you’ve solicited them for information for which 
they can’t provide a meaningful answer. Because the 
context of the communication is irrelevant to them, 
it could be regarded as spam and, in turn, could dis-
courage them from looking at or responding to future 
messages that may actually be relevant.

• Some of your users may have used the feature once 
or twice, but not enough to really offer you the in-
depth feedback you’re looking for. 

• Some of your users have extensive experience 
with this feature but haven’t used it since you 
re-launched it. You are likely to get a meaningful 
review but on an old product that’s no longer ac-
tive, leaving you to guess at whether or not their 
response applies.

How much more efficient would the feedback-gathering 
campaign be if you could set up the following:

1. Create an automated message template that ad-
dresses the user by name, asking for feedback on a 
particular feature.

2. Filter your user base by individuals who’ve been 

Figure 3: Intercom’s conversation inbox

How can you tell the difference 
between users who frequently 
visit your website and use  
your app and those who’re  
just poking around?
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traditional email inbox, those communications appear in 
your Intercom inbox, as previously pictured in Figure 3. You 
can assign these inbound communications to specific team 
members, manage who responded to what, notate the con-
versations, and get analytics back on your team’s response 
time, conversion rate, etc. Additionally, Intercom stores 
valuable information about each user who contacts you. This 
way, you can respond smarter and more efficiently. 

Customization
Customization options seem to be the biggest trade off for 
Intercom’s simple installation and integration process. Al-
though you can choose a general theme color and customize 
the welcome text, there isn’t a way to brand the Intercom 
widget to fit the flavor of your existing content. However, this 
seems like a small price to pay for the functionality gained 
with only a few minutes of additional development effort. 
Customizing the theme color affects the following elements:

• The Intercom Messenger button that appears in 
your app

• The send button in the message window
• The headings in your in-app messages
• The buttons and links in your messages

There doesn’t seem to be a way to modify these elements 
individually either, so the color chosen is automatically 
applied everywhere applicable. 

Pricing
Intercom separates its product offering into four distinct use 
cases (that you saw in the bulleted list back in the begin-
ning), each with its own feature set. The price for each fea-

to it, in which case it gets auto-assigned. The conversation 
has an online/offline indicator for the user, letting you pri-
oritize your responses to those active individuals.

If you or your team can’t respond in real-time, you can 
set an automated response to let the user know you’ll get 
back to them, and you can include a timeframe so that 
they have a reasonable expectation of when to expect 
a response. At that point, the user can leave his email  
address and the conversation can continue offline.

Intercom has several options to make responding to 
conversations easier. For instance, you can pre-write 
responses to the most frequently asked questions and 
summon those responses whenever necessary, to avoid 
time spent repeating yourself. If you find yourself in a 
conversation and can’t answer a user’s question, you can  
@mention another member of your team to assist. The 
note will only be seen by the mentioned team member 
and can provide a useful way to notate details about the 
conversation to be shared among your team.

Additionally, you can pro-actively initiate these conversa-
tions with your users. For instance, consider the scenario 
where you have a pricing page on your site or app. You could 
set up a rule that says, “If the user has visited the pricing 
page three times, on the third time, automatically send them 
a message highlighting a video that discusses the offerings 
in more detail. Furthermore, if the user has spent more than 
two minutes on the page, you could send them an automat-
ed message to see if they need assistance. If they reply, you 
can pick up the conversation in real-time. Figure 4 demon-
strates the interface to set up a custom rule.

Traditional Email Support Gets an Upgrade
If you have an existing support system set up using email 
contact, Intercom can provide you with an easier way to 
manage that inbound communication without disrupting 
your current workflow. For instance, let’s say that you have 
an application with a support form that the user fills in and 
this form generates an email to you. You could configure 
Intercom using the email address that your support form 
already uses, and instead of sifting through requests in a 

Intercom stores valuable 
information about each user 
who contacts you. This way, 
you can respond smarter and 
more efficiently.

Figure 4: Create custom rules to trigger automated messages using the Intercom.io dashboard.
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- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application
  didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:
  (NSDictionary *)launchOptions {
    // Initialize Intercom
    [Intercom setApiKey:@"{API KEY}" 
     forAppId:@"{APP ID}"];
}

The last steps for the base set up involve informing Inter-
com when your user has signed in and out. Inside your log-
in method success handler, add the following line of code.

[Intercom registerUserWithUserId:@"{USER ID}"]; 

If your application remembers logged-in states, make 
sure to also call registerUserWithId each time your app 
launches and checks for the active user session. For in-
stance, the following example demonstrates an applica-
tion that checks whether the user is already logged-in 
within the delegate’s didFinishLaunching function.

- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application
  didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:
  (NSDictionary *)launchOptions {
    if (loggedIn) {
      // …
      // We're logged in, we can register
      // the user with Intercom
      [Intercom registerUserWithUserId:
      @"{USER ID}"];
      // Carry on as normal

ture set is $49/month. However, once you’ve added the first 
product, each additional feature only adds $4/month to the 
$49 you pay for the first. For a full list of plan details and 
feature offerings, refer to https://www.intercom.io/pricing. 

Integrating Intercom
Let’s take a look at the process of setting up and in-
tegrating Intercom into your existing application. For 
the sake of this demonstration, let’s look at integrating 
with an iOS application. The first thing you’ll need to do 
is create an Intercom account. You can do this straight 
from the homepage at Intercom.io by entering your 
email address. Next, it asks you to choose the initial 
platform to integrate with. For this demo, choose iOS. 
Last, indicate whether your users need to log in to your 
application or not. This answer to this question drives 
which quick install and set-up instructions the platform 
will provide you with. For this demonstration, choose 
“users must log in.”

Installation and Base Set Up
To start integrating Intercom into your iOS application, 
you first must add the Intercom SDK to your project. You 
can do this using CocoaPods, one of the simplest methods 
to add third-party content to any iOS project. For the sake 
of this walkthrough, I’ll assume that you have a working 
understanding of how to install a library using CocoaPods 
(if not, please refer to the sidebar). Once you’ve created a 
Podfile, add the following line to the file and save:

pod "Intercom"

Once saved, launch terminal and navigate to the root fold-
er for your project. Make sure that the project is closed in 
Xcode and run the following command in terminal:

pod install

This automatically downloads the Intercom library and 
creates an .xcworkspace file, if you didn’t already have 
one. Re-open your project by double clicking that new 
project file. Now that you’ve installed the sdk, navigate 
to your application delegate and import the library so you 
can access it, as shown in the next snippet. If you plan 
to take advantage of the intercom event tracking across 
the majority of your application, you could consider add-
ing the import to your pre-compiled header file (.pch), 
so that the library will be accessible everywhere without 
having to repeat the import on each controller.

#import "Intercom/intercom.h"

Next, back in your application delegate, you want to ini-
tialize the library using your Intercom API Key and Appli-
cation ID. Within your didFinishLaunching function, add 
the call that’s shown in the following code sample.

Figure 5: Intercom’s user analytics with additional 
custom fields.

Basic monthly Intercom 
service costs less than cell 
phone service!  Even adding 
on features is affordable.

https://www.intercom.io/pricing
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information about them, giving Intercom’s analytics the 
needed context to make the data useful. At the bare mini-
mum, you can use the next method, which does the same 
as the previously mentioned registerUserwithID method, 
with the addition of the user’s email address.

[Intercom registerUserWithUserId:
@"{USER ID}" email:@"{EMAIL ADDRESS}"];

In most cases, you’ll want to store additional information, 
such as the user’s name, phone number, age, gender, ad-
dress, etc. Intercom allows you to create any number of 
custom fields to store information attached to a user. Ad-
ditionally, you don’t need to create any of these fields in 
advance. Sending the data from your client application 
to Intercom automatically creates the fields if they don’t 
already exist. To do this, you send the data in dictionary 
format, as follows:

[Intercom updateUserWithAttributes:@{
         @"email" : @"",
         @"name" : @"",
         @"custom_attributes": @{
                 @"phone" : @"",
                 @"address": @"",
                 @"city" : @"",
                 @"state" : @"",
                 @"postalCode" : @"",
                 @"country" : @"",

      // …
  }
}

Last, when your user logs out, notify Intercom that the 
action has occurred.

- (void)logout {
  // …
  // This resets the Intercom for 
  // iOS cache of your users' identities
  // and wipes the slate clean.
  [Intercom reset];
}

Get to Know Your Users
Calling registerUserWithUserId initializes the respective 
user in Intercom. However, the only information associ-
ated with the user at that point is the user’s ID, which 
is likely a long string of numbers and characters. Once 
you have registered the user, you can track additional 

In the beginning,  
you only need 
the user’s ID.

Figure 6: Intercom conversations list (left) and new conversation composer (right).

Intercom Integrations

Intercom integrates with several 
third parties, out of the box, 
including WordPress, GitHub, 
Stripe, and several others.  
Check out the full list here: 
https://www.intercom.io/
integrations
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If you want more information  
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https://www.intercom.io/pricing

available. If the application is in the foreground, or the 
user opens the app when there’s a new message to be 
read, a small widget appears over the application with an 
indicator that a message is waiting. If the user interacts 
with the widget, they launch into the same conversation 
list that you can summon manually. Figure 6 demon-
strates what the conversation list and message composer 
looks like.

Implementing a reliable real-time chat feature has a 
handful of technical hurdles to overcome in order to build 
it from scratch. If the core of your business or applica-
tion doesn’t directly relate to real-time communications, 
that expense is likely to be unexpected and have a large 
budget impact. As you can see from this example, you 
can achieve this feature with as little as one additional 
line of code to your project, allowing you to offload that 
complexity and focus on your product’s core. 

Wrapping Up
Over the course of this article, you gained a basic under-
standing of the services offered by Intercom and how to 
use those to achieve better engagement and support for 
your application. If you’re interested in a more complex 
breakdown of all of Intercom’s offerings, be sure to visit 
Intercom.io for full API and SDK documentation. The side-
bars for this article have links to additional resources that 
may also be of use.   

              
         }
}];

Note that “email” and “name” are standard fields and that 
their keys can’t be changed. Custom fields must be em-
bedded under the key “custom_attributes”, as shown in 
the previous snippet. You can use any number of custom 
attributes with custom key names inside this section. The 
end result in Intercom will resemble Figure 5.

Event Tracking
Now that you’ve initialized a user and saved the cor-
responding user meta-data, you’ll want to set up event 
tracking to monitor how your application is used. You can 
track an event in Intercom using the following code any-
where in your application (assuming that the Intercom 
library has been imported properly): 

 [Intercom logEventWithName:@"{EVENT NAME}" 
  metaData:@{@"{KEY NAME}" : @"{VALUE}"}];

The metaData section of the call allows you to define any 
number of items or values to associate with the respective 
event as it gets created in Intercom. For instance, let’s say 
that users can purchase items within your application. You 
could simply log an event titled “userMadePurchase” and 
you’d be able to see in the Intercom dashboard that the 
user did indeed purchase something. Now consider that 
this user has a problem with their order and contacts you 
for support. You will need to take all of the order details 
from the user, because Intercom only shows you that an 
order was made, but not what was ordered. Instead, in the 
event log, you could include what the user ordered, their 
order ID, the purchase amount, their payment method, etc. 
using the metaData property, linking those additional de-
tails to that activity record for the user.

Real-Time Chat Support
I’ll finish up this demo by looking at the real-time chat 
functionality that I discussed earlier. Implementing this 
feature takes minimal effort, as the view components and 
chat screen functionality already exist in a production-ready 
state. The canned chat component from Intercom has two 
main views: the conversation inbox view and the individual 
conversation dialogue/details view. You can launch into 
either one of these. If you have a “contact us” link, for in-
stance, you can launch directly into a new message control-
ler so that the user can just type and go. However, if you 
have a “support” section for your application, you’d likely 
launch into the conversation view so the user can man-
age multiple conversations at once, drilling down into one 
when needed. All views are presented as modal controllers. 
To trigger the conversation inbox, just call the following:

[Intercom presentConversationList];

To open up a new message dialogue, you call the follow-
ing instead:

[Intercom presentMessageComposer];

Additionally, you can configure a .pem file in the Inter-
com console to enable push notifications. This way, when 
you respond to a user’s message, if their application isn’t 
open, they’ll receive a notification that a new message is 

 Jason Bender
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Go
Longtime readers of CODE Magazine will recognize that I’m very much a lover of programming languages; in addition to being 
an F# MVP (I wrote the first F# language article for CODE a few years ago), and writing code in Java, C#, JavaScript, and iOS on 
a regular basis, I love to dally with other languages as I find them. I’ve written Ruby (both for its native execution environment

as well as for the JVM and CLR variants), ML (for both 
native and JVM variants), OCaml, Nemerle, Boo, Haskell, 
Frege, Clojure, Scheme, Lisp, D, and I’ve even sometimes 
written my own.

Yes, I admit it, I have a problem. But hey, it’s better than 
being addicted to Flintstones reruns, and besides, I can 
quit anytime I want. Really.

Thus, it was with no hesitation that when Rod Paddock 
was looking for someone to tackle the Go language for 
CODE Magazine, I was quick to throw my virtual hand into 
the air. (Actually, I threw my real hand in the air, and then 
realized that he couldn’t see it over Twitter. The others on 
the airplane around me, however, were a little confused.) 
Bear in mind, however, that it’s impossible to explore ev-
ery nook and cranny of a language in a single magazine 
article; there are interesting bits of syntax that I’m delib-
erately passing over, so consider this a teaser designed to 
make you want to explore further.

Shall we?

History and Motivation
In March of 2012, when Google first released version 1.0 
of Go, it was met with a curious mix of skepticism and ex-
citement. Many observers were excited about it, because 
the principals involved in its inception, Brian Kernighan 
and Rob Pike, have been longtime contributors to some 
very positive and popular tools and projects. (Kernighan, 
in particular, is the first half of Kernighan and Ritchie, the 
authors of the seminal book on C, also known as the K&R 
book.) Others, however, were skeptical, owing to senti-
ments like “the world doesn’t really need another systems 
language,” and mutterings about Google’s intentions 
around it. (For the record, I was in the latter category 
for several years—I didn’t think it had much of a chance.)

By the time the most recent release, Go 1.6, shipped in 
February of 2016, many of the naysayers had forgotten 
about Go, changed their minds, or simply moved on. Qui-
etly but steadily, Go has gained ground, slowly becoming 
a viable candidate for building systems. It’s been used in 
several interesting projects, including Hugo (https://go-
hugo.com) and the smaller project that’s the engine I use 
for my new blog, for example. It may not replace C or C++ 
as the main player for building native executables any 
time soon, but it’s had seven releases in a fairly stable 
cadence across the last four years, and shows no signs of 
slowing down. 

Thus, it’s time to take a serious look at the language—even 
if you never end up using it on a project, it has some in-
triguing ideas around the design of code and programming 
languages, and chances are that there’s something in 
those ideas that can be useful on your next .NET project.

Enough fluff; let’s Go (pun intended) and write some 
code. It’s going to be a whirlwind, so strap in and hang 
on. Ready?

Installation
Getting Go isn’t difficult and it’s free. The Go language 
website (https://golang.org) has an easy top-level link 
that takes visitors to an install page (https://golang.
org/doc/install) containing installation instructions; on 
a Mac, it’s as easy as “brew install go” (assuming you 
have Homebrew installed; if you don’t use Homebrew, se-
riously, what’s wrong with you?), and on Windows, there’s 
an MSI for easy installation.

Once installed, however, Go requires a little bit more 
configuration (regardless of platform) before you can get 
going.  Contrary to the attitude espoused by other lan-
guages (C, C++, C#, and so on), Go puts requirements 
down around the physical arrangement of files (source 
and otherwise). Specifically, Go requires that Go code 
live inside of a workspace, which is a physical directory 
that’s the directory tree in which you’re developing your 
program. This workspace must be listed in the GOPATH 
environment variable before most of the tools will be able 
to operate correctly. Thus, for example, on my Mac, I can 
point GOPATH to my local directory by writing:

export GOPATH=`pwd`

This is a bit of Bash shell magic that takes whatever the 
contents of pwd (print working directory) are and sets 
that to be the contents of the GOPATH environment vari-
able. (It’s /Users/tedneward/Projects/Publications/Ar-
ticles/CODRGo as I write this, just in case you were won-
dering.)

This environment variable is highly reminiscent of the 
Java CLASSPATH environment variable, as they are both 
used for exactly the same thing: to help the Go compiler 
resolve import statements. In other words, when you 
compile Go code, Go looks at the contents of GOPATH, and 
starts looking for dependent libraries underneath that di-
rectory. Convention holds that GOPATH contains only one 
directory statement, but in fact (as the Go command-line 
documentation will tell you if you type go help gopath 
once Go is installed on your computer), it can contain as 
many different directories as desired, so long as they are 
appropriately separated (using a semi-colon (;) on Win-

GOPATH can contain 
as many dictionaries 
as you need.

https://gohugo.com)/
https://gohugo.com)/
https://golang.org)/
https://golang.org/doc/install)
https://golang.org/doc/install)
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the JVM, for that matter), a Go executable is a statically 
linked executable, so it can be copied entirely standalone 
with zero supporting infrastructure required. This is im-
portant to note—it’s common for .NET developers to as-
sume that the CLR is installed on any computer on which 
an application wants to run, but in some environments 
that’s easier said than done. (See Joel Spolsky’s essay 
“Please sir, may I have a linker?” for a deeper dive on 
this subject. http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/
PleaseLinker.html) 

In addition, when you start talking about containeriza-
tion (Docker and the like), which suggests that each ap-
plication runs in its own virtual machine environment, 
that hundred-plus-MB install of the CLR becomes a 
heavy dead weight. However, regardless of whether you 
agree with this analysis or not, it highlights an impor-
tant difference between the Go and .NET environments: 
Go programs are system programs, and want to run with-
out any explicit external dependencies; .NET programs 
are application programs. It’s a subtle difference, par-
ticularly as the Venn diagram of what each can do is 
quite overlapping, but it does explain some of how each 
community views itself.

Packages
There are some interesting things of note in the code 
above, and I’ll get to a lot of it, but one of the first things 
to realize is that all Go code must live inside of a package. 
The hello program above is declared to be in the main 
package, and this is not by accident—Go requires that the 
main() entry point must be declared in the main package, 
so that Go can identify which function represents the first 
line of code to execute when launched. (You probably also 
noticed that main() is not inside of any class or object—
I’ll get to that in a second, I promise.)

Because Go’s package management is a key feature of Go, 
let’s take a moment and explore that.

Let’s create your own package, and put the greeting mes-
sage into a library for later reuse. (You know, it’s always 
nice to say hello, and we want to be all DRY (Don’t Repeat 
Yourself) about the whole thing, in case we ever want to 
say “Hello” from another program, right?)

To start, you need to move the location of the source file; 
Go requires that the paths to the source files match the 
package names in a very particular way. If you want to 
create a package called (for lack of anything original) 
“hello,” the source needs to be in a hello subdirectory. 
But not just any hello subdirectory—in order to help en-
sure that your hello package doesn’t collide with anybody 
else’s, you need to put it in a unique subdirectory path, 
because the directory names combines to form the im-
port path of the package. Go suggests that if you’re going 
to store the source in a source repository somewhere, it 
makes sense to put the online repository path as part of 
the directory path.

Because I want to store the source to hello in my GitHub 
account, I create a subdirectory called github.com, one 
inside github.com called tedneward (which is my GitHub 
username), and then inside that, hello. This directory (src/
github.com/tedneward/hello) is also often the Git root of 

dows and a colon(:)on Mac or Linux), exactly in the same 
manner that the PATH environment variable operates.

Unlike CLASSPATH, however, GOPATH directories are a mix 
of source, binaries, and packages (which I’ll talk about in 
a second). Each GOPATH directory (a Go workspace) will 
have a src subdirectory for source code, a bin directory 
for holding compiled commands, and a pkg directory for 
holding installed package objects. This will all make more 
sense over time, but for now, just keep this in mind as you 
create new Go programs.

As a matter of fact, it’s about time to honor the Tiki Gods 
of Computer Science (particularly because one of them 
was involved in creating the language in the first place!), 
so let’s write Hello World.

Hello, Go
Assuming that Go is correctly installed (type go version 
at the command-line after installation; Go installs itself 
into your PATH, so if it doesn’t work, try opening a new 
command-line window or reboot the computer after in-
stallation), create a workspace by creating a directory of 
your choice, and set the GOPATH to point to it. Within that 
workspace, create an src directory, and within that, let’s 
create a new file, hello.go. In it, put:

package main

import "fmt"

func main() {
  fmt.Printf("Hello, CODE\n")
}

Now compile the file using go build hello.go. The Go compil-
er thinks for a second, returns, and a new executable (hello 
or hello.exe) appears in the current directory. Go ahead, run 
it—it’ll say hello, and you can chalk that off the checklist. Al-
ternatively, if you prefer, Go has a built-in compile-and-run 
command, called go run, which can do the same thing—go 
run hello.go prints your greeting to the console.

As it turns out, the go command has quite a list of high-
level tooling built into it beyond mere compilation; you’ll 
see some of it as you continue, but running go by itself (no 
arguments) prints the high-level list, and go help whatev-
er lists the help text for the whatever command of go. (No, 
there’s not a “whatever” command, that’s my placeholder 
for something else, like run or build. Whatever.)

By the way, don’t be too alarmed at the size of the ex-
ecutable (22MB on my Mac); contrary to the CLR (and 

Running the go command by 
itself prints the high-level list 
of tools; running the go help 
<whatever> command lists 
the help text for whichever 
command you choose.

http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/PleaseLinker.html
http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/PleaseLinker.html
file:///Volumes/Auftra%cc%88ge%20A-Z/C/16138_CODE_04-2016/09/src/github.com/tedneward/hello
file:///Volumes/Auftra%cc%88ge%20A-Z/C/16138_CODE_04-2016/09/src/github.com/tedneward/hello
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directory paths to get to it), from the hello subdirectory, 
execute go run hello.go, and you see the familiar greeting.

What if you want to use both the aforementioned Printf 
and SayHello? Easy—you import them both:

package main

import (
  "fmt"
  "github.com/tedneward/gohello"
)

func main() {
  fmt.Printf("Hey, world, important message:")
  gohello.SayHello()
}

Coolness. But if you’ve been watching the source files go 
by and wondering “Where are all the objects?” you’re in 
a for a bit of a shock. Go is not an object-oriented lan-
guage—at least, not by .NET’s standards.

Go Basics
Let’s look at some of the things that Go is: It’s an im-
perative, strongly typed, type-inferenced language, 
based (loosely) on the other C-family languages with 
which most of us are familiar. For the most part, it uses 
the same type system as what a C-based language would 
use, meaning that there are strings, integer and float-
ing-point numeric types, and so on. There are definitely 
differences, but for the most part, that’s enough to get 
you going. What’s more, most variables will be type-
inferenced, meaning that you can declare them with the 
keyword var, and not worry about what the syntax of the 
type will be, like this:

var message = "Hello, CODE world"

Go, like most imperative languages, supports the notion 
of a named block of code, keyed using func in Go and cor-
responding to function or procedure in other languages. 
It can take parameters and return values, just like C pro-
cedures, but there are a couple of interesting differences. 
First, the name matters—if the method name begins with 
an upper-case letter, that function is exported, meaning 
that it’s visible outside of the package; lowercase-starting 
names are not visible outside of the package. (Try it—re-
name SayHello to sayHello, and notice how main() can 
no longer access it.) This is how Go provides encapsula-
tion without explicit public or private keywords.

This naming convention applies equally to both func-
tions and variables, so you can define a Message variable 
that will be exported outside the package, along with a 
package-local original that allows you to go back to the 
original message at any time:

the repository, because a non-trivial program is made up of 
several packages, and I’ll want each package versioned and 
maintained separately. (There are other reasons to do that, 
too, which you’ll see in a second.) I’ll take this moment 
to rename the package to gohello, by the way, so that it’ll 
match the name of the repository I’m about to create up on 
GitHub; having the package name and the repository name 
match is an important part of this.

Once the src/github.com/tedneward/gohello directory 
is created, move the unchanged hello.go source file into 
it (so the complete file path for that source file will be 
<workspace>/src/github.com/tedneward/gohello/hello.
go), and then from anywhere inside the workspace, type 
go install github.com/tedneward/gohello. It compiles 
the file and installs it into another directory at the root 
of the workspace, the bin subdirectory I mentioned ear-
lier. This is partly why Go calls these working directories 
workspaces, rather than a term like Visual Studio’s solu-
tion—the Go workspace will have source code, binaries, 
and (later) referenced packages.

By the way, for those of you playing the home game, you 
can fork my repository onto your own on GitHub, and use 
that instead. You’ll just need to make sure that you use 
your username instead of mine for the rest of the article.

Thus far, gohello is still an executable and not a library. 
To convert it, you need to declare it to be in its own pack-
age (which will be gohello, to match that of the GitHub 
repo in which it is stored):

package gohello

import "fmt"

func SayHello() {
  fmt.Printf("Hello, CODE\n")
}

Then, because now you need a main again, create a direc-
tory called hello inside of tedneward, and into it, put a 
slightly modified main executable Go file:

package main

import "github.com/tedneward/gohello"

func main() {
 gohello.SayHello()
}

Notice that now, instead of importing the fmt package 
(from the standard Go library), you import github.com/
tedneward/gohello, which is that package’s full name. 
Anything outside of the Go standard library wants to be 
qualified like this, to avoid conflict with other packages 
outside of the Go ecosystem (like mine). Additionally, 
when using the gohello package, Go automatically uses 
the short name of the package as its code-qualifier when 
using the package. And because the SayHello function is 
defined in that package, accessing it uses the short name 
plus the function name, as in gohello.SayHello.

Once the new main package is written (and I called it hello.go  
again—the file’s name doesn’t matter to Go, only the  

The file’s name doesn’t  
matter to Go, only the 
directory paths to get to it.
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null or some other placeholder value to indicate an error; 
Go uses multiple return values instead, like so:

func PigLatinizer(msg string) (bool, string) {
  return true, msg + "way"
}

Dealing with multiple return values is a touch trickier:

fmt.Println(gohello.PigLatinizer("Hello"))

Writing that prints out true Helloway, because the re-
turned value is actually a pair of values (a tuple), and 
Go prints out that value as both of the underlying values 
(true and the way-suffixed string). To extract the suc-
cess or failure of the operation separately from the actual 
string, you need to use a multiple-assignment statement, 
like so:

var success, piglatin = 
  gohello.PigLatinizer("Hello")
if success {
  fmt.Println(piglatin)
}

Other languages sometimes refer to this kind of approach 
as “destructuring assignment”, because you’re breaking 
the structure of the tuple into multiple parts (the local 
variables success and piglatin). 

When using multiple return values, by the way, it can some-
times be confusing to have to return both simultaneously, 
so Go allows you to write named return values, like so:

func PigLatinizer(msg string) (success bool, returnVal 
string) {
  success = true
  returnVal = msg + "way"
  return
}

The usage on the caller side remains unchanged.

By the way, you’ve just seen how an if works—notice how 
the parentheses from C# are missing? Go doesn’t need the 
parentheses to surround the true/false expression. (As a 
matter of fact, most languages require them out of habit, 
not need.)

On the surface, Go has similar control constructs to what 
you see in C-family languages, such as for loops and switch/
case evaluation, but just a tiny bit of digging reveals that 
the people working on Go have had a few new ideas since 
1970. If statements, for example, can have an execution 
statement right before the condition, for example, like this:

if x := f(); x < y {
  return x
} else if x > z {
  return z
} else {
  return y
} 

Similarly, for loops in Go are a merge of the traditional 
for loop and the classic while or do/while loop, in that 

package gohello

import "fmt"

var original = "Hello, CODE world"
var Message = original

func SayHello() {
  fmt.Printf("%s\n", Message)
}

func Reset() {
  Message = original
}

This Message is now accessible outside of the package, 
such as from main():

func main() {
  fmt.Printf("Hey, world, an important message:")
  gohello.SayHello()

  gohello.Message = "Fred Flintstone"
  gohello.SayHello()
}

If you’re wondering what the %s is in the Printf() call (or 
the \n, for that matter), you can find the full documenta-
tion for all Go packages online at https://golang.org/pkg/, 
and the fmt package specifically at https://golang.org/
pkg/fmt/. On that page, you’re informed that %s is the 
placeholder syntax for a string value to be supplied in a 
follow-up argument, just as Console.WriteLine works. How-
ever, unlike WriteLine(), Printf() it’s positionally based, so 
the first %s is matched up against the first argument in the 
argument list, rather than using numeric {0}-style indica-
tors. (If you can’t remember which format code goes with 
which types, fall back to the generic %v; that says to use 
the Go-defined value representation of whatever is passed. 
Most of the time, it’ll do the right thing.)

If this is starting to feel a lot like C, did I mention that 
one of Go’s core founders was the Kernighan from the 
original C programming language book?

As mentioned, functions can take parameters, but the 
type descriptor is written after the parameter name, not 
before, and the return type is listed after the parameter 
list, like so:

func PigLatinizer(msg string) string {
  return msg + "way"
}

What if the PigLatinizer function has a problem PigLati-
nizing the incoming message? Normally, this is where a 
language like C# either throws an exception or returns 

If you can’t remember which 
format code goes with  
which types, fall back to  
the generic %v.

https://golang.org/pkg/
https://golang.org/pkg/fmt/
https://golang.org/pkg/fmt/
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Entering DemoDefer
Exiting DemoDefer
In defer the second time
In defer the first time

Notice that the deferred expressions are executed in the 
reverse order of their definition—it’s exactly stack-like 
behavior (and it mimics the C++ object destructor rules, 
not that anybody’s intrigued by that besides me).

Let’s keep moving.

Complex Go Types
I said earlier that Go lacks any sort of object facilities. This 
is true, but Go does allow you to define three different 
kinds of more complex types: arrays (which look an awful 
lot like C-style arrays), structures (which look an awful lot 
like C-style arrays), and maps (which look an awful lot like 
C# System.Collection.Generic.Dictionary<> types).

Arrays are the easiest one to define: using the [] syntax, 
you can define a collection of singly typed elements into 
continuous storage, like so:

  as := make([]int, 10, 100)

This creates an array of integers, currently ten items in 
length (but everything will be initialized to 0), and with a 
top capacity of 100 elements in size. Notice the difference—
only ten items are currently allocated, but the Go runtime 
makes room for up to 100. It’s an array, like C#-style arrays, 
but it can be appended and grown, like a List<T>, up to a fi-
nite amount. The make here is a built-in function, similar in 
concept to C#’s (or Java’s or C++’s) new” Go also uses new, 
but under different circumstances, and like make, new is 
just a built-in function with no other special syntax or rules. 
Several other built-in functions can manipulate an array (ap-
pend, copy, and delete, for example), and I’ll leave it to the 
Go documentation to fill in those details.

The related type slices are essentially sub-ranges of an 
underlying array. For example, you can take a slice of the 
above array by taking the values from the second posi-
tion through the fifth by asking for them using the [] 
operator. (Technically, when you index into the array for a 
single element, you’re getting a slice of length 1.)

Maps are, like arrays, a collection of elements, but these 
are associative arrays, meaning that you can define the 
keys used to identify the elements stored within. Creating 
a map of strings to integers, for example, looks almost 
identical to the array syntax, except that now the type 
descriptor is slightly different:

ages := make(map[string]int, 100)
ages["Ted"] = 45
ages["Charlotte"] = 29
ages["Michael"] = 23
ages["Matthew"] = 16
for i, a := range ages {
  fmt.Printf("%v is %v years old\n", i, a)
}

This creates a map of 100 string/integer pairs (the capac-
ity is assumed to be the same as the length if no other 

the for loop requires some Boolean expression, which 
is evaluated continuously (before each iteration of the 
loop) until the condition yields false. 

for a < b {
  a *= 2
}

When combined with the preceding executable statement 
ability, you have the ability to mimic a classic C-style for, 
like this: 

for i := 0; i < 10; i++ {
     f(i)
}

Most often, however, a for iterates across a range of val-
ues (such as that in a collection), similar to the foreach in 
C#, and thanks to destructuring assignment, the for returns 
both an index and the current element if you wish, like this:

var a [10]string
for i, s := range a {
  // type of i is int
  // type of s is string
  // s == a[i]
  g(i, s)
}

I’ll talk about what that a is and what a range is in a sec-
ond. You can probably guess, and you’re about half right.

Go also has switch statements, which have the ability to do 
the prefixing statement that if has. Switch can also switch 
on the type of a variable (rather than its value), if desired.

But Go also isn’t only resting on the traditional C-family 
constructs; in addition to the above, Go has introduced a 
new control construct, defer, which takes an expression (or 
an anonymous function block) that will be executed when 
this block of code terminates. In other words, Go’s defer 
provides destructor-like syntax but without having to de-
fine an explicit IDispose interface implementation or com-
plicated C++-style destructor rules. You could write this:

func DemoDefer() {
  fmt.Println("Entering DemoDefer")

  defer fmt.Println("In defer the first time")

  defer func() {
    fmt.Println("In defer the second time")
  }()

  fmt.Println("Exiting DemoDefer")
}

When it’s executed, Go prints out:

Go also isn’t only resting 
on the traditional C-family 
constructs.
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must be upper-cased as well. Again, this is how Go de-
fines those fields that can be seen outside of the package 
and those that can’t. To the .NET developer, this naming 
convention is already familiar. 

Next, to define an instance of the type Person, you can 
construct an instance using the {} syntax, which looks 
(and acts) much like a constructor that’s automatically 
defined for each of the fields inside the struct. Technical-
ly, ted is a pointer to the Person instance, and although 
Go does support C-like pointer syntax (as in var ted 
*Person), there are several cases where Go understands 
what’s intended even when the pointer operators (* and 
&) are omitted, such as the above.

Note that if a Go developer absolutely can’t live without 
something that looks like an object, you can always de-
fine fields of a struct to be of function types (func(int) 
int for a function that takes an int and returns an int), 
created using a constructor function such as NewPerson 
defined in the goperson package. (In fact, idiomatic Go 
prefers such a function over using the initializer syntax 
that I used above.) Packages go a long ways toward mas-
querading as objects, and clever use of functions and 
structs can remove all but the most strenuous objections 
(pun intended).

In a fit of sympathy, Go also allows method sets to be 
defined for a specified type by defining a function that 
takes an explicitly declared this pointer, like so:

func (p Person) Fullname() string {
  return p.FirstName + " " + p.LastName
}

Go offers interfaces as well, which provide declarations 
of expected behavior (in terms of these method sets) de-
fined for a specified type. This delivers the same capac-
ity of any object-oriented language, with the exception 
of implementation inheritance. There’s much more to go 
into (pun intended), but Go defines one additional con-
struct that makes Go really interesting. That’s concurrent 
routines. 

Concurrently Routine Go
One of the keys that makes Go interesting is its concept of 
lightweight concurrent processing elements, called a gor-
outine. This’s an asynchronous execution object, similar 
in some ways to a thread, but lighter weight than threads 
(because several goroutines can execute on a single op-
erating system thread), making them more akin to an 
Erlang actor than a thread. Go uses the go keyword to in-
dicate the creation of a goroutine, and the expression(s) 

value is given), all of which will be initially empty. You 
then use the string as the key, assign some ages to the 
map, and finally iterate through the map (using the range 
syntax). The variable i receives the index (the key), and 
the variable a receives the value at that index (the age).

Structures are, as their name implies, the means by which 
Go defines custom data types; a structure can consist of 
one or more other types, that is, fields, that either have 
names or use their type definitions as names (and are 
thus known as anonymous fields). For example, to define 
a Person type in Go, it would look like:

package goperson

type Person struct {
  FirstName string
  LastName  string
  Age       int
}

Note that you’ve defined this in a new library, goperson; 
this is so you can demonstrate how Go can support re-
mote libraries. Back in the main package, you need to add 
the code that uses the Person type, but more importantly, 
you need to import it as usual:

package main

import (
  "fmt"
  "github.com/tedneward/gohello"
  "github.com/tedneward/goperson"
)

func main() {
  // . . .

  ted := goperson.Person{"Ted", "Neward", 45}
  fmt.Printf("ted = %v\n", ted)
  fmt.Println("ted.FirstName =", ted.FirstName)
}

There are a couple of things to note here. First, if you try 
to go run this code, goperson won’t be found anywhere. 
There’s one more step you need to do before it’ll all work. 
At the command-line, from anywhere inside the work-
space, type go get github.com/tedneward/goperson. 
This fetches the package from the source control reposi-
tory specified, and installs it locally within the workspace. 
Go won’t automatically update the local source based on 
changes (it doesn’t check across the network on each 
build, which is fortunate), so if the library changes, make 
sure to capture the updates by using go get again with 
the -u (for update) flag turned on: go get -u github.
com/tedneward/goperson.

Second, notice how I’m using the ted variable without 
having declared it before now. That’s deliberate. As a 
shortcut, Go allows the definition and initialization of 
a variable simultaneously using the := syntax, as above. 
(As a matter of fact, I’ve used it a couple of times before 
now—go back and check if you didn’t see it earlier.)

In order to be accessible outside the package, the Per-
son type must be upper-cased, as shown, and the fields 

Goroutines aren’t 
threads, despite their 
surface appearance, 
and synchronizing them 
requires the channel 
complex type.
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nel by calling <- buffer, storing the value returned into 
a local variable. (Yes, that’s the left-angle-bracket and 
the hyphen; think of them as a new operator, like the as-
signment operator, but consuming an element out of the 
channel as it’s doing the assignment.)

Once that channel is empty, Consume sends a message on 
a second channel (quit) to tell the main goroutine that 
it’s time to quit; otherwise, without this quit channel, 
main finishes and terminates before the producer and 
consumer get their chances to do their respective things. 
The main goroutine needs to block on quit until it re-
ceives the signal, giving me a chance to show you some 
more syntax:

  buffer := make(chan string, 4)
  quit := make(chan int)
  go Produce(buffer)
  go Consume(buffer, quit)

  select {
  case <-quit:
    fmt.Println("quit")
  }

Notice that buffer and quit are both constructed using 
the built-in make function again. The buffer channel is 
declared to be four elements in size, allowing the Produce 
function to run at full-tilt, but the code would work just as 
well if the buffer were only one element in size—it ping-
pongs back and forth between Produce() and Consume() 
until all the messages have been consumed. (Here’s a 
simple exercise for those following the code on their lap-
tops: put some Println() statements into Produce() and 
Consume() and prove this.) Then main() uses the go key-
word to launch Produce() and Consume() on goroutines, 
and uses the select keyword, which is much like a switch, 
to block until the quit channel produces a value (that you 
ignore, because merely being signaled is enough).

There’s much, much more that can be explored here, par-
ticularly since Go’s simplicity around concurrency enables 
a number of very elegant solutions to some very compli-
cated concurrent execution, pushing it in terms of time 
(and cognitive capacity).

Summary
If you made it this far, congratulations, particularly if you 
made it all the way through in one reading. This wasn’t 
an easy ride; take a deep breath, let it out slowly, and let 
your mind clear for a moment.

The key takeaways here about Go are fairly straightforward. 
First, Go is a system-level language; it’s not intended to ex-
ecute on top of a virtual machine. As a matter of fact, a num-
ber of projects are exploring using Go as the source language 
for a virtual machine for other languages. Most of the time, 
Go won’t be the language with which developers build the 
front-end, but rather the infrastructure and/or the back-end 
services. (As a matter of fact, the Go standard library has 
extensive support for various network protocols, encryption, 
and network security, and wire representations like JSON.) 

As an example of what can be done very elegantly in Go, con-
sider the NATS message server, available at http://nats.io/ 

referenced in the go command are immediately scheduled 
for execution by a goroutine.

Goroutines aren’t threads, despite the surface appear-
ance, and any synchronization between goroutines re-
quires the use of the final Go complex type, a channel. 
The channel acts as a bounded buffer between gorou-
tines, unidirectional in nature and allowing any sort of 
type to be placed within it. When pulling from the chan-
nel, the goroutine is blocked until there’s a value avail-
able, and when pushing into the channel, the goroutine 
is blocked unless the channel has room for the value. By 
default, channels can hold one strongly typed value, un-
less declared to hold more.

Adapting from a popular Java producer-consumer concur-
rency example, you create two functions, one that pro-
duces a string by pushing it into a shared buffer (a chan 
string in Go terminology):

func Produce(buffer chan string) {
  lyrics := [4]string{
    "Mares eat oats",
    "Does eat oats",
    "Little lambs eat ivy",
    "Wouldn't you like to eat ivy too"}

  for _, s := range lyrics {
    buffer <- s
  }

  close(buffer)
}

Notice that the Produce function calls the built-in close 
function on the channel when the array has been fully 
pushed into the channel. This is how the consumer knows 
that there’s nothing left to consume.

Next, you define a Consume function that reads from that 
channel until there’s nothing left to read:

func Consume(buffer chan string, quit chan int){
  for msg := range buffer {
    fmt.Println("We received:", msg)
  }

  quit <- 0
}

The for loop here automatically pulls from the channel 
(because you use it as the source of the for loop’s data); 
this is a pretty common thing to do. Were this not the 
case, Consume could pull a single value out of the chan-

The code works just as well if 
the buffer is only one element 
in size—it ping-pongs back 
and forth between Produce() 
and Consume() until all the 
messages are consumed.
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—it’s a high-performance messaging service, written in 
Go, that defines a fairly simple messaging protocol based 
roughly on HTTP (meaning it defines its own protocol using 
some of the same concepts that defined HTTP). It vastly out-
strips other messaging plumbing, claiming throughput that 
is twice as large as Redis or ruby-nats, and close to ten times 
greater than that of ActiveMQ, or RabbitMQ.

Second, Go is not an object-oriented language, if you 
think of such a language as having implementation inher-
itance. This is familiar ground for those who lived through 
the COM Object Wars fifteen years ago. Fortunately, the 
industry as a whole seems to be past its obsessive fasci-
nation with what makes a language object-oriented (and 
therefore good), so perhaps this isn’t as big an issue as it 
might once have been.

Third, Go’s concurrency constructs wouldn’t be hard to 
replicate in .NET, assuming that Microsoft provided a 
lighter-weight construct than a thread that was creatable 
from C# code. (A long time ago, Microsoft created fibers, 
which were essentially coroutines like Go goroutines, 
but they’ve since fallen out of favor among the Micro-
soft cognoscenti, it seems.) Nevertheless, Microsoft has 
been experimenting with concurrency constructs like this 
for some time, particularly the channels concept, which 
was the subject of a Microsoft Research language called 
Axum a number of years ago. (I wrote an article on Axum 
back in 2010, available at https://msdn.microsoft.com/
ko-kr/magazine/ee412254.aspx, for those who are inter-
ested.) Axum was discontinued, but the ideas are clearly 
still floating around the Microsoft campus. Other, similar, 
concepts are being pursued in the open-source arena, so 
if this approach to concurrency seems appealing, by all 
means, fire up the search engine.

Of course, the Go ecosystem is an interesting place in its own 
right, and definitely worth exploring, particularly in concert 
with some of the containerization efforts under way. This is, 
in fact, one of the approaches the NATS team suggests for 
running their messaging server, and definitely represents a 
new way of thinking about deploying services.

Finally, I just can’t end the article without one more pun: 
Good luck with your Go research, and remember, no mat-
ter what, keep Going!

 Ted Neward
 

SPONSORED SIDEBAR:

CODE Framework:  
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and Fully Supported
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various components and tools 
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common aspects of business 
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development with various 
clients, WPF development, 
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more. Best of all, the CODE 
Framework is completely 
free and open source with 
no strings attached! This 
framework is also supported 
with periodic feature updates. 
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we’ll never charge you for 
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for more sophisticated and 
hands-on support, we also 
offer premium support 
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Introduction to IoT Using the Raspberry Pi
One of the buzzwords used heavily in the IT industry for the past couple of years is the term IoT, which stands for Internet 
of Things. IoT refers to all of the things that are, well, connected to the Internet, and that’s how it got its name. However, IoT 
isn’t really a new concept, One of the buzzwords used heavily in the IT industry for the past couple of years is the term IoT,

which stands for Internet of Things. IoT refers to all of 
the things that are, well, connected to the Internet, and 
that’s how it got its name. However, IoT isn’t really a new 
concept, because for as long as we can remember, we’ve 
been connecting devices to the Internet. 

In this article, we’ll take a closer look at IoT and what it 
means to developers. In particular, we’ll use the Raspber-
ry Pi as an example, and explore some of the cool things 
that you can build using it. 

What the Internet of Things (IoT) 
Really Is
According to Wikipedia, IoT is defined to be:

“…the network of physical objects—devices, vehicles, 
buildings and other items—embedded with electronics, 
software, sensors, and network connectivity that en-
ables these objects to collect and exchange data”.

Although this is a fairly accurate description of the roles 
played by IoT systems, it’s our opinion that IoT is more 
than the collection of data-using sensors. More specifi-

cally, IoT involves the processing of the data (often Big 
Data) collected to derive useful information and support 
better decision-making (see Figure 1). For example, in 
some countries, rain gauges have been installed to mea-
sure the amount of rainfall throughout the year, and the 
data collected have been analyzed and used to better 
manage flash floods. 

Besides data collection and data analysis, the ability to 
act on the data collected instantly is also an important 
criterion in deciding if a system is an IoT system. If the 
data gathered by rain gauges installed in drains in the 
previous example indicated that a particular drain has an 
unusually high level, the maintenance crew is alerted and 
dispatched immediately to monitor and address the situ-
ation. 

IoT and the Maker Movement
Another factor driving the momentous adoption of the IoT 
system is the rise of the maker culture. The maker culture 
encourages hobbyists (and professionals alike) to create 
their own devices as well as tinker with existing ones to 
find solutions to solve their specific problems. 

With the maker movement comes a host of DIY electronic 
platforms, such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi. Arduino 
(see Figure 2) is a small and inexpensive electronic board 
that allows you to connect to various external accessories 
(such as sensors) and create applications to use the data 
collected. 

Another open-source hardware platform that has gotten 
very popular with hobbyists these days is Raspberry Pi. 
It’s really a computer, by all definitions. Raspberry Pi is 
a low-cost, credit card-sized computer that connects to a 
computer monitor or TV using HDMI, and uses a standard 

Figure 1: IoT is both data collection and data analysis Figure 2: The Arduino UNO board

The term IoT is so overused 
that some people in the 
industry are renaming it to 
IoE – Internet of Everything, 
because almost everything  
is connected to the Internet 
in some way.
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keyboard and mouse. It can run a host of operating sys-
tems, such as Raspbian (Debian Linux), Android, Windows 
10, IoT Core, etc. 

Raspberry Pi has gone through a few iterations and Table 
1 shows the list of Raspberry models released over the 
years and their prices.

Of the various models, Raspberry Pi 3 (see Figure 3) and 
Raspberry Pi Zero (see Figure 4) stand out. 

Raspberry Pi 3 is the third generation of Raspberry Pi and 
it packs quite a formidable punch in its credit card-sized 
package. Most notably, in addition to the standard fea-
tures of the Raspberry Pi (such as four USB 2.0 ports and 
built-in Ethernet), it has:

• A 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU 
• 802.11n Wireless LAN 
• Bluetooth 4.1 Low Energy (BLE)

Figure 3: The Raspberry Pi 3

Figure 4: The Raspberry Pi Zero

Figure 5: The Raspbian OS uses the LXDE (Lightweight X11 Desktop Environment) for managing user interactions

Table 1: The Raspberry models released over the years

Models Price
Raspberry P1 Model A US $25

Raspberry P1 Model A+ US $20

Raspberry P1 Model B US $35

Raspberry P1 Model B+ US $25

Raspberry P2 Model B US $35

Raspberry P3 Model B US $35

Raspberry P1 Zero US $5
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The powerful CPU coupled with Wireless LAN and Bluetooth 
4.1 radio makes it an ideal candidate for IoT projects, be-
cause multiple sensors can be connected to it simultaneous-
ly. In addition, the Raspberry Pi has a 40-pin GPIO (General 
Purpose I/O) connector for interfacing with external sensors. 

The Raspberry Pi Zero is the smallest Raspberry Pi ever made, 
and although it doesn’t have a processor that’s as powerful 
as the Pi 3, its small size is especially suited for embedded 
projects (such as wearables, etc.), where space is a premium. 

Powering the Raspberry Pi
One of the most popular OSs used for the Raspberry Pi is the 
Raspbian Operating system. The Raspbian OS is based on 
the Debian OS, optimized for the Raspberry Pi hardware. The 
easiest way to install the Raspbian OS for the Raspberry Pi is 
to download NOOBS from https://www.raspberrypi.org/help/
noobs-setup/. NOOBS stands for New Out Of Box Software. 

The Raspbian OS boots off a micro-SD card and the en-
tire operating system runs off the card. A typical Class 4 
8GB micro-SD card is sufficient for most purposes, but you 
have the option to connect it to an external hard disk or 
flash drive for more storage. 

Once the Raspbian OS is installed, you can proceed to log 
into it and see a full windowed system (see Figure 5). The 
default username is pi and the password is raspberry.

Connecting the Raspberry Pi  
to the Outside World—GPIO Pins
The Raspberry Pi has a 40-pin GPIO (General Purpose In-
put/Output) connection, which makes it very easy to con-
nect to the outside world. To connect the GPIO to external 
sensors, you can:

• Connect the sensors directly to the GPIO pins using 
jumper wires

• Connect the GPIO pins to a ribbon cable, which in 
turn connects it to a breadboard. The Adafruit Pi 
T-Cobbler Plus - Breakout + Cable for Raspberry Pi 
A+/B+/Pi 2/Pi 3 (see Figure 6) is one such product. 
This option is ideal during the prototyping phase.

For project prototyping, my favorite is using the second 
option: the Adafruit Pi T-Cobbler Plus. The Adafruit Pi  
T-Cobbler Plus connects to the Raspberry Pi via a ribbon 
cable (see Figure7).

Examining the GPIO Pins
One of the advantages of using the Adafruit Pi T-Cobbler 
Plus is that you have a clear labeling of the various GPIO 
pins (see Figure 8).  

Figure 6: The Adafruit Pi T-Cobbler Plus Breakout + Cable 
for Raspberry Pi

Figure 8: The labels on the various pins on the Adafruit 
Pi T-Cobbler Plus

Figure 7: Connecting the Adafruit Pi T-Cobbler Plus to 
the Raspberry Pi

The easiest way to install the 
Raspbian OS for the Raspberry 
Pi is to download NOOBS from: 
https://www.raspberrypi.org/
help/noobs-setup/.  

https://www.raspberrypi.org/help/noobs-setup/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/help/noobs-setup/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/help/noobs-setup/
https://www.raspberrypi.org/help/noobs-setup/
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The Parallax Motion sensor has three pins (see Figure 10):

• GND: The Ground pin. Connect this pin to the GND 
on the GPIO.

• VCC:L The voltage pin. Connect this pin to one of 
the 5V pins on the GPIO.

• OUT: The output pin. Connect this to one of the In-
put/Output pins on the GPIO.

When the PIR Motion sensor detects motion, it outputs a 
high signal on its output pin. You need to write an applica-
tion to read the value of this output pin. Figure 11 shows a 
PIR Motion sensor connected to the T-Cobbler Plus. 

In the figure, the red line is the VCC and should be connect-
ed to the 5V pin on the GPIO. The yellow line is the OUTPUT 
and is connected to pin #4 on the GPIO. The black line is 
the GND and should be connected to GND on the GPIO. 

Bonding the Raspberry Pi and  
the Sensors: The Python 
Programming Language
Now that the Raspberry Pi is connected to the PIR Motion 
Sensor, it’s time to write the code to make things work. In 
the Raspbian OS, Python is a first-class citizen, and the sup-
port for Python comes right out of the box. With its clean 

The GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi are divided into the 
following groups:

• Power: Pins that are labeled 5.0v supply 5 volts of 
power and those labeled 3V3 supply 3.3 volts of 
power. There are two 5V pins and two 3V3 pins.

• GND: These are the ground pins. There are eight 
ground pins.

• Input/Output pins: These are the pins labeled with 
the # sign, for example, #17, #27, #22, etc. These 
pins can be used for input or output.

• I2C: I2C is a serial protocol for a two-wire interface 
to connect low-speed devices like microcontrollers, 
EEPROMs, A/D and D/A converters, I/O interfaces, 
and other similar peripherals in embedded systems. 
These pins are labeled SDA and SCL.

• UART: The Universal Asynchronous Receiver/
Transmitter allows your Raspberry Pi to be con-
nected to serial peripherals. The UART pins are la-
beled TXD and RXD.

• SPI: The Serial Peripheral Interface is a synchro-
nous serial communication interface specification 
used for short distance communication, primarily in 
embedded systems. The SPI pins are labeled MOSI, 
MISO, SCLK, CE0, and CE1.

• ID EEPROM:Electrically Erasable Programmable 
Read-Only Memory is a user-modifiable read-only 
memory that can be erased and written to repeat-
edly through the application of higher than normal 
electrical voltage. The two EEPROM pins on the 
Raspberry Pi (EED and EEC) are also secondary I2C 
ports that primarily facilitate the identification of Pi 
Plates (e.g., Raspberry Pi Shields/Add-On Boards) 
that are directly attached to the Raspberry Pi.

Connecting to a Sensor  
to Detect Motion
To demonstrate how to use the GPIO to connect to an ex-
ternal sensor, we’ll now use a PIR motion sensor to detect 
motion. For this, I used the Parallax PIR Motion Sensor 
(see Figure 9). The PIR Sensor detects motion by mea-
suring changes in the infrared (heat) levels emitted by 
surrounding objects of up to three meters. 

Figure 10: The layout of the various pins on the PIR 
Motion SensorFigure 9: The Parallax PIR Motion Sensor

Depending on the PIR Motion 
Sensor that you’re using,  
the arrangement of the  
various pins isn’t always in  
the same order as described.  
It’s important to verify and 
connect the correct pins to the 
correct GPIO pins. Connecting 
the wrong pins to the Raspberry 
Pi can permanently damage  
the PIR Motion Sensor.
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Wave your hand in front of the PIR Motion Sensor. You 
should see the following output on Terminal:

Motion Detected!

Dissecting the Code
Now that you’ve written your first Python code, it’s useful 
to understand what it does and how it works. We’ll dissect 
the code line-by-line:

• #1: The latest version of Raspbian includes the RPI.
GPIO Python library pre-installed, so you can simply 
import that into your Python code. The RPI.GPIO is a 
library that allows your Python application to easily 
access the GPIO pins on your Raspberry Pi. The as 
keyword in Python allows you to refer to the RPI.
GPIO library using the shorter name of GPIO.

• #2: The application is going to insert some delays in 
the execution, so you need to import the time module. 

• #3: You declare a variable named pirsensor to in-
dicate the pin number for which the Output pin on 
the PIR sensor is connected to the GPIO pin. In this 
example, it’s GPIO pin #4.

• #4: There are two ways to refer to the pins on the 
GPIO: either by physical pin numbers (starting from 
pin 1 to 40 on the Raspberry Pi 2/3), or Broadcom 
GPIO numbers (BCM). Using BCM is very useful with a 
ribbon cable (such as the Adafruit T-Cobbler Plus) to 
connect the Raspberry Pi to the breadboard. The BCM 
numbers refer to the labels printed on the T-Cobbler 
Plus (see Figure 8). For this example, we’re using the 

syntax and ease of learning, Python is a first choice for hob-
byists and beginners to foray into the world of the Raspberry 
Pi. Coupled with the huge community support for Python, it’s 
no wonder that it’s the language of choice for developers. 

Open a Terminal window in the Raspbian OS and create a 
text file by typing the following command:

$ nano motiondetection.py

The above command uses the NANO text editor and cre-
ates a file named motiondetection.py. Enter the state-
ments as shown in Listing 1.

When you are finished typing in the code, exit the NANO 
editor by pressing Ctrl-X and then pressing Y to save the 
file. Press Enter to save it to the current directory. To run 
the Python script, type the following command in Terminal:

$ python motiondetection.py

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO                        #1
import time                                    #2

pirsensor = 4                                  #3
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)                         #4
GPIO.setup(pirsensor, GPIO.IN, GPIO.PUD_DOWN)  #5

previous_state = False                         #6
current_state = False

while True:                                    #7
    time.sleep(0.1)                            #8
    previous_state = current_state             #9
    current_state = GPIO.input(pirsensor)      #10
    if current_state != previous_state:        #11
        if current_state:                      #12
            print("Motion Detected!")          #13

Listing 1: Source code for using a PIR Motion Sensor

The RPI.GPIO is a library that 
allows your Python application 
to easily access the GPIO pins 
on your Raspberry Pi.

Figure 11: A PIR Motion sensor connected to the Raspberry Pi
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Pull-Up and Pull-Down 
Resistors

A GPIO pin’s value floats between 
0 and 1 if it isn’t connected to 
voltage. This is known as “floating.” 
In the case of the GPIO pin 
connected to the output value of 
the PIR Motion Sensor, the GPIO 
pin’s value is undefined before 
the sensor detects any motion. 
In this case, you need to use a 
pull-down resistor to always “pull-
down” (GPIO.PUD_DOWN) the 
value to 0, so that you can be sure 
that the only time the pin value 
changes to 1 is when the sensor 
detects motion. 

Likewise, you can also configure 
a GPIO pin using the pull-up 
resistor (GPIO.PUD_UP). Instead 
of setting a pin value to always 
0, a pull-up resistor “pulls-up” the 
value to 1. This is useful in cases 
where some sensors (such as 
push buttons) set the GPIO pin to 
0 when triggered (e.g., the button 
is pushed). 

Acting on the Sensor Data 
Now that the PIR Motion sensor is sensing motion, let’s 
put it to good use. A good application of this project is to 
install the Raspberry Pi and the motion sensor at home to 
monitor for unexpected movement. You could mount the 
sensor near your door to detect movement outside the 
house when there’s no one at home. 

Once motion is detected, the Raspberry Pi could send a 
push notification to an Android device via the Google Cloud 
Messaging (GCM). A detailed description of Android and 
GCM is beyond the scope of this article, but here’s what’s 
required for an Android app to receive a push notification:

• The developer of the Android application needs to 
apply for an API key at https://console.developers.
google.com. 

BCM numbering scheme. That means that when we 
say we’re getting the input from pin 4, we’re refer-
ring to the pin printed as #4 on the T-Cobbler Plus.

• #5: Initialize the pin represented by the variable 
pinsensor as an input pin. Also, we use a pull-down 
resistor (GPIO.PUD_DOWN) for this pin. 

• #6: There are two variables to keep track of the 
state of the sensor.

• #7: We use an infinite loop to check the state of the 
sensor repeatedly. 

• #8: Inserts a slight delay of 0.1 second to the ex-
ecution of the program 

• #9: Save the current state of the sensor. 
• #10: The GPIO.input() function reads the value of 

the GPIO pin (#4 in this case). When motion is de-
tected, it returns a value of true.

• #11: Compare the previous state and the current 
state to see if the motion sensor has a change in 
state. If there’s a change, it means that either the 
sensor has just detected motion (when the state 
changes from false to true), or that the sensor is 
resetting itself (when the state changes from true 
to false) a few seconds after motion has been de-
tected. 

• #12: If the current state is true, it means that mo-
tion has been detected.

• #13: Print out the string “Motion Detected!”

Figure 12: How Google Push Notification works using Google Cloud Messaging (GCM)

When the PIR Motion Sensor 
detects motion, its output 
will be 1 (true), and a few 
seconds later, it’s automatically 
reset to 0 (false).

https://console.developers.google.com/
https://console.developers.google.com/
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4. The developer also needs to write another applica-
tion to communicate with the GCM server to send 
the push notification to a particular user(s). In this 
project, we’ll use the Raspberry Pi to send the mes-
sage to a user via the GCM Server. 

5. Once the GCM server receives the message, it sends 
the push notification to the app.

To send a push message via Google’s GCM server, you can 
use a variety of programming languages, such as C#, Py-
thon, Node.js, etc. Because Python is already supported 
in Raspbian, it’s natural to use it. 

Open a Terminal window in the Raspbian OS and create a 
text file by typing the following command:

$ nano pushgcm.py

Enter the statements as shown in Listing 2. Be sure to 
replace the <API_KEY> with that of your own and the 
<Registration_ID> with that of the registration ID of the 
Android app installed on a device.

Dissecting the Code
As usual, it’s useful to understand what the code is doing:

• #1: Import the Requests Python library that helps 
you to send HTTP requests to a server easily without 
worrying about query strings, form-encoding your 
POST data, etc. 

• #2: Import the JSON library so that you can print 
out the data that was sent to the GCM server in 
JSON format.

• #3: The end point for Google’s GCM server.
• #4: The API Key that you’ve obtained from Google. 

This identifies the application developer sending 
the push notification.

• #5: The Registration ID(s) of the application re-
ceiving the notification. You get this Registration 
ID from the application after it has registered 
with Google. In the real world, this Registration 
ID should be sent to the server maintained by the 

• Once the Android application is installed on the 
device, it needs to register with Google program-
matically to obtain a registration ID. This regis-
tration ID uniquely identifies the application on a 
particular device so that GCM can push a message 
to it.  

Figure 12 summarizes the interaction between the vari-
ous parties in a push notification system. In particular, 
it shows how you can use the Raspberry Pi to send push 
notifications:

1. The Android app sends an activation request to 
Google’s GCM Server.

2. When the registration is successful, the GCM Server 
returns a Registration ID to the app.

3. In the real world, the Registration ID should be sent 
to a server maintained by the developer, who will 
then save it into a database.

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO                        
import time                                    
import os                                      #1
pirsensor = 4                                  

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)                         
GPIO.setup(pirsensor, GPIO.IN, GPIO.PUD_DOWN)  

previous_state = False                         
current_state = False

while True:                                    
    time.sleep(0.1)                            
    previous_state = current_state             
    current_state = GPIO.input(pirsensor)      
    if current_state != previous_state:        
        if current_state:                      
            print("Motion Detected!")          
            os.system("python pushgcm.py")       #2

Listing 3: Calling the pushgcm.py from motiondetection.py

import requests                                                 #1
import json                                                     #2

gcm_url = "https://android.googleapis.com/gcm/send"             #3

api_key = "<API_KEY>"                                           #4

#replace <reg_id> with your own
reg_id = ["<Registration_ID>"]                                  #5

headers = {'content-type':'application/json',                   #6
           'authorization':'key=' + api_key}

#notification payload
data = {                                                        #7
         "sender" : "Raspberry Pi",
         "event"  : "Motion Detected!"
       } 

#create a dictionary to store the data to post
post_data = {}                                                  #8

post_data['data'] = data                                        #9
post_data['registration_ids'] = reg_id                          #10
 
#convert dictionary to JSON
post_data_json = json.dumps(post_data)                          #11
print
print "Data to post to GCM Server"
print "--------------------------"
print post_data_json
print "--------------------------"
print
 
#post the data to GCM Server
r = requests.post(gcm_url, data=post_data_json,                 #12 
                  headers=headers)
print "Response from GCM Server"
print "------------------------"
print "Header : ", r.headers['content-type']                    #13
print "Status : ", r.status_code                                
print "Text   : ", r.text                                       
print "--------------------------"

Listing 2: Sending a Push Notification Message using Google Cloud Messaging (GCM)

https://android.googleapis.com/gcm/send
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Google Cloud Messaging

Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) 
allows an Android application to 
receive push notification from an 
application developer even if the 
application isn’t running. 

To learn more about GCM, head 
to https://developers.google.com/
cloud-messaging/android/client 
for a detailed description on how 
you can enable your Android 
apps to use GCM to receive push 
notifications. 

developer to provide a complete list of Registra-
tion IDs of the app installed on the users’ devices. 
If you want to send a push message to multiple 
recipients, separate the Registration IDs with com-
mas (,).

• #6: The HTTP header to sent to the GCM server to 
authenticate the identity of the sender.

• #7: The content of the push message. Here, you’re 
sending two key/value pairs, indicating who’s 
sending the message and the event. For GCM push 
messages, you can send multiple key/value pairs. 
The Android application receiving the push mes-
sage simply specifies the key(s) to extract the 
value(s).

• #8: You create a dictionary to store the content of 
the push message together with the registration 
ID(s) of the recipient(s).  

• #9: You set the content of the push message in the 
dictionary.

• #10: You set the recipient(s) of the push message.
• #11: You use the json.dumps() function to convert 

the dictionary object into a JSON string so that you 
can print it out to examine its content.

• #12: You use the requests.post() function to post 
the push message to the GCM server.

• #13: After the message was sent to the GCM server, 
it responds with the status. Here, you print out the 
content type of the response, followed by the status 
of the HTTP request, as well as the details of the 
sending (such as if the message was successfully 
sent or failed to send, the ID of the message, etc.).

Before you can run the Python code to send a push noti-
fication to the Android device, you need to download and 
install the Requests Python library. To do that, type the 
following command in Terminal:

$ sudo pip install requests

Once Requests is installed, type the following command 
to execute the pushgcm.py script:

$ sudo python pushgcm.py

If the push message is delivered successfully to the GCM 
server, you should an output similar to the following:

Data to post to GCM Server
--------------------------
{"registration_ids": ["<Registration_ID>"], 
"data": {"event": "Motion Detected!", 
"sender": "Raspberry Pi"}}
--------------------------

Response from GCM Server
------------------------
Header :  application/json; charset=UTF-8
Status :  200
Text   :  {"multicast_id":8838766867169688347,"succes
s":1,
"failure":0,"canonical_ids":0,"results":
[{"message_id":"0:1461392749167691%62851a86f9fd7ecd"}]}
--------------------------

To complete this project, you need to modify the motion-
detection.py script so that when a motion is detected, the 

 Wei-Meng Lee
 

 Clarence Chng
 

pushgcm.py script is called to send a push notification to 
the Android application. Listing 3 shows the addition.

In line #1, you need to import the os module so that 
when motion is detected you can use the os.system() 
function (in line #2) to perform a shell operation—spe-
cifically, to execute the pushgcm.py script.

Summary
In this article, we’ve attempted to define what an IoT sys-
tem is and to illustrate it with a very simple and practical 
example: using the Raspberry Pi and detect motion and 
triggering a push notification when one is detected. We 
welcome your comments and ideas on the IoT systems 
that you’ve built. 

https://developers.google.com/cloud-messaging/android/client
https://developers.google.com/cloud-messaging/android/client
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How to Write Your Own 
Programming Language in C#
Why would someone want to write yet another programming language? And why do it in C#? It‘s often taken for granted 
that you need an advanced degree in Computer Science—or a lot of stubbornness—to write a compiler. In either case, 
you’d have quite a few sleepless nights and broken relationships as a result. This article shows you how to avoid all that.

Here are a few advantages of writing your own language::

• Unlike most other languages, it’s very easy to modify 
functionality because everything is in an easy-to-fol-
low standard C# code with a clear interface for func-
tions to be added. Any additional functions can be 
added to this language with just a few lines of code

• All of the keywords of this language (if, else, while, 
function, and so on) can be easily replaced by any non-
English keywords (and they don’t have to be ASCII, 
contrary to the most other languages). Only configu-
ration changes are needed for replacing the keywords

• This language can be used as both as a scripting 
language and as a shell program, like Bash on Unix 
or PowerShell on Windows (but you will make it 
more user-friendly than PowerShell).

• Even Python doesn’t have the prefix and postfix op-
erators ++ and -- with the killer argument, “you don’t 
need them.” With your own language, you can decide 
for yourself what you need. And I’ll show you how.

• Any custom parsing can be implemented on the fly. 
Having full control over parsing means less time 
searching for how to use an external package or a 
regex library.

• You won’t be using any regular expressions at all! I 
believe that this is the main showstopper for a few 
people who desperately need to parse an expression 
but are averse to the pain and humiliation induced 
by the regex rules.

This article is based on two articles that I published in 
MSDN Magazine (see references in the sidebar). In the 
first article, I described the Split-and-Merge algorithm to 
parse a mathematical expression, and in the second one, 
I described how you can write a scripting language based 
on that algorithm. I called that language CSCS (Custom-
ized Scripting in C#). For consistency, I’ll call the lan-
guage that I’ll describe in this article CSCS as well.

The CSCS language, as described in my second MSDN article, 
was not yet very mature. In particular, there’s a section to-
ward the end of the article mentioning some of the impor-
tant features usually present in a scripting language that 
CSCS was still missing. In this CODE Magazine article, I’ll 
generalize the CSCS language and show how to implement 
most of these missing features and a few others as well.

The Split-and-Merge Algorithm to 
Parse a Language Statement
Here, I’ll generalize the Split-and-Merge algorithm to 
parse not only a mathematical expression but also any 
CSCS language statement. A separation character must 

separate all CSCS statements. I define it in the Constants.
cs file as Constants.END_STATEMENT = ‘;’ constant.

The Split-and-Merge algorithm consists of two steps. 
First, you split the string into the list of tokens. Each to-
ken consists of a number or a string and an action that 
can be applied to it.

For strings, the actions can only be a plus sign + (string 
concatenation) or Boolean comparisons, such as  ==, <, 
>=, etc., giving a Boolean as a result. For numbers, there 
are a few other possible actions, such as -, *, /, ^, and 
%. The prefix and postfix operators ++ and -- and the as-
signment operators +=, -=,*=, etc., are treated as special 
actions for numbers. For strings, I implemented the += 
assignment operator only, because I couldn’t find a rea-
son for other assignment operators for strings.

The separation criteria for tokens are an action, an ex-
pression in parentheses, or any special function, previ-
ously registered with the Parser. In case of an expression 
in parentheses or a function, you recursively apply the 
whole algorithm to the expression in parentheses or to 
the function with its arguments. At the end of the first 
step, you’ll have a list of cells, each consisting of an ac-
tion and either a number or a string. This action is applied 
to the next cell. The last cell always has a null action. The 
null action has the lowest priority.

The second step consists of merging the elements of the 
list created in the first step. The merging of two cells 
consists of applying the action of the cell on the left to 
the numbers, or strings of the left and of the right cell. 
The merging of two cells can only be done if the priority 
of the action of the left cell is greater than or equal to 
the priority of the action of the cell on its right. Other-
wise, you merge first the cell on the right with the cell 
on its right, and so on, recursively, until you reach the 
end of the list. 

The priorities of the actions are shown in Listing 1. If 
they don’t make sense for your usage, you can easily 
change them.

Example of the Split-and-Merge Algorithm
Let’s see how to evaluate the following expression: x == 
“a” || x == “b”.

First of all, x must be registered as a function with the 
Parser (all CSCS variables are registered and treated as 
functions). Therefore, when the Parser extracts the token 
x, it recognizes that it’s a function and replaces it with 
the actual x value, say, c.

mailto:vassilik@gmail.com
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Merge(("c", ==), ("a", ||)) =
  ("c" == "a", ||) = (0, "||").

You can’t merge the cell (0, ||) with the next one,  (“c”, 
==), because the priority of the || action is lower than 
the priority of “==” according to the Listing 1. So we 
must first merge (“c”, ==) with the next cell, (“b”, )). This 
merge is possible and is analogous to the previous one: 
Merge((“c”, ==), (“b”, “)”) ) = (0, “)”).

After the first step, you’ll have the following cells consist-
ing of strings and actions: (“c”, ==), (“a”, ||), (“c”, ==), 
(“b”, “)”). The symbol “)” denotes a null action. The last 
cell always has a null action.

The second step consists in merging all the cells one by 
one from left to right. Because the priority of == is higher 
than the priority of ||, the first two cells can be merged. 
The action of the left cell, ==, must be applied, yielding to:

private static bool CanMergeCells(Variable leftCell,
                                  Variable rightCell) {
  return GetPriority(leftCell.Action) >=
         GetPriority(rightCell.Action);
}

private static int GetPriority(string action) {
  switch (action)
  {    case "++":
    case "--": return 10;
    case "^" : return 9;
    case "%" :
    case "*" :
    case "/" : return 8;
    case "+" :

    case "-" : return 7;
    case "<" :
    case ">" :
    case ">=":
    case "<=": return 6;
    case "==":
    case "!=": return 5;
    case "&&": return 4;
    case "||": return 3;
    case "+=":
    case "=" : return 2;
  }
  return 0;
}

Listing 1: Priorities of the Actions

Figure 1: The Parser UML class diagram
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public const string ROUND = "round";

Next, you register the function implementation with the 
Parser:

ParserFunction.AddGlobal(Constants.ROUND,
                         new RoundFunction());

In order to use all of the translations available in the con-
figuration file, you must also register the function name 
in the Interpreter, so that it knows it needs to register all 
possible translations with the Parser:

AddTranslation(languageSection,
               Constants.ROUND);

Basically that’s it; the Parser will do the rest. As soon as 
the Parser gets the Constants.ROUND token (or any of its 
translations from the configuration file) it calls the imple-
mentation of the Round() function. All function imple-
mentations must derive from the ParserFunction class:

class RoundFunction : ParserFunction
{
protected override Variable Evaluate(
                   string data, ref int from) {
    Variable arg = Parser.LoadAndCalculate(
      data, ref from, Constants.END_ARG_ARRAY);
    arg.Value = Math.Round(arg.Value);
    return arg;
  }
}

Parser.LoadAndCalculate() is the main entry point of the 
Parser, which does all the work in parsing and calculat-

Finally you must merge two resulting cells:

Merge ((0, ||), (0, ")")) =
       (0 || 0, )) = (0, ")")

The result of the expression is 0 (when x = “c”).

See the full implementation of the Split-and-Merge al-
gorithm in the accompanying source code download (on 
the CODE Magazine website), in the Parser.cs file. Check 
out the UML diagram containing all of the classes used in 
parsing the CSCS language in Figure 1.

Using the algorithm above with recursion, it’s possible 
to parse any compound expression. Here’s an example of 
the CSCS code:

x = sin(pi*2);
if (x < 0 && log(x + 3*10^2) < 6*exp(x) ||
             x < 1 - pi) {
  print("in if, x=", x);
} else {
  print("in else, x=", x);
}

The CSCS code snippet above uses several functions: sin, 
exp, log, and print. How does the Parser map them to the 
functions?

Writing Custom Functions in C#  
to be Used in the CSCS Code
Let’s see an example of implementing the Round() func-
tion. First of all, you define its name in the Constants.cs 
file as follows:

Figure 2: Running a Client and a Server on a Mac
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Writing Custom Functions in CSCS
You define custom functions with the custom function 
definition in the Constants.cs file:

public const string FUNCTION    = "function";

To tell the Parser to execute special code as soon as it 
sees the function keyword, you need to register the func-
tion handler with the handler. The Interpreter class does 
that:

ParserFunction.AddGlobal(Constants.FUNCTION,
               new FunctionCreator(this));

You can provide a translation to any language in the con-
figuration file and the same applies to all other functions. 
See the project configuration file in the accompanying 
source code download (on the CODE Magazine website). 
You’ll find the Spanish keyword función there. In order to 
use all of the available translations, you must also regis-
ter them in the Interpreter:

AddTranslation(languageSection, Constants.FUNCTION);

Check out the implementation of the Function Creator 
in Listing 3. It creates another function and registers it 
with the Parser:

CustomFunction customFunc = new CustomFunction(
                         funcName, body, args);
ParserFunction.AddGlobal(funcName, customFunc);

ing the expression and returning the result. Implementa-
tion of the rest of the functions looks very similar to the 
implementation of the Round() function.

Example: Client and Server Functions
Using functions, you can implement anything to be used 
in the CSCS language—as long as it can be implemented in 
C#, that is. Let’s see an example of inter-process commu-
nication: an echo server in CSCS, implemented via sockets.

Define the CSCS function names of the server and the cli-
ent in the Constants.cs:

public const string CONNECTSRV  = "connectsrv";
public const string STARTSRV    = "startsrv";

Then you register these functions with the Parser:

ParserFunction.AddGlobal(Constants.CONNECTSRV,
               new ClientSocket(this));
ParserFunction.AddGlobal(Constants.STARTSRV,
               new ServerSocket(this));

Check out the implementation of the ServerSocket in 
Listing 2. The implementation of the ClientSocket is 
analogous. Figure 2 shows an example run of a client and 
a server on a Mac.

Any function that you want to use in CSCS can be imple-
mented in C#. But can you implement a function in the 
scripting language, in CSCS itself?

class ServerSocket : ParserFunction
{
  internal ServerSocket(Interpreter interpreter)
   
    m_interpreter = interpreter;
   

  protected override Variable Evaluate(string data,
                                       ref int from)
  { 
    Variable portRes = Utils.GetItem (data, ref from);
    Utils.CheckPosInt(portRes);
    int port = (int)portRes.Value;

    try {
      IPHostEntry ipHostInfo = Dns.GetHostEntry(
                               Dns.GetHostName());
      IPAddress ipAddress = ipHostInfo.AddressList[0];
      IPEndPoint localEndPoint = new IPEndPoint(ipAddress, port);

      Socket listener = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork,
                            SocketType.Stream, ProtocolType.Tcp);

      listener.Bind (localEndPoint);
      listener.Listen(10); 

      Socket handler = null; 
      while (true) { 
        m_interpreter.AppendOutput("Waiting for connections on " +
                                   port + " ...");
        handler = listener.Accept();

        // Data buffer for incoming data.
        byte[] bytes = new byte[1024];
        int bytesRec = handler.Receive(bytes);
        string received = Encoding.UTF8.GetString(bytes, 0,
                                                  bytesRec);
        m_interpreter.AppendOutput("Received from " +
              handler.RemoteEndPoint.ToString() +
              ": [" + received + "]");

        byte[] msg = Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes(received);
        handler.Send(msg);

        if (received.Contains ("<EOF>")) {
          break;
        }
      }

      if (handler != null) {
        handler.Shutdown (SocketShutdown.Both);
        handler.Close ();
      }
    } catch (Exception exc) {
      throw new ArgumentException ("Couldn't start server: (" +
                                   exc.Message + ")");
    }

    return Variable.EmptyInstance;
  }

  private Interpreter m_interpreter;
}

Listing 2: Echo Server Impelmentation
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Second, the body of the function is evaluated, using the 
main Parser entry point, the LoadAndCalculate() method 
If the body contains calls to other functions, or to itself, 
the calls to the CustomFunction can be recursive. Let’s 
see this with the factorial example. 

Example: Factorial
The factorial notation is n! and it’s defined as follows: 0! 
= 1, n! = 1 * 2 * 3 * … * n.

In the notation, n must be a non-negative integer. There-
fore it can be defined recursively as: n! = 1 * 2 * 3 * … * 
(n – 1) * n = (n – 1)! * n.
In CSCS, the code is the following:

function factorial(n) {
  if (!isInteger(n)) {
    exc = "Factorial is for integers only (n="+

The name of the custom function to be registered is func-
Name. The Parser expects that the token with the func-
tion name will be the next one after the function token. 
Commas separate the tokens.

All of the functions that you implement in the CSCS code 
correspond to the different instances of the C# Custom-
Function class.

During parsing, as soon as the Parser encounters the 
funcName token, it calls its handler, the CustomFunction, 
where all the action takes place. You can see the Custom-
Function implementation in Listing 4.

Custom function does two things. First, it extracts the 
function arguments and adds them as local variables to the 
Parser (they’ll be removed from the Parser as soon as the 
function execution is finished or an exception is thrown).

class FunctionCreator : ParserFunction
{
  internal FunctionCreator(Interpreter interpreter)
  {
    m_interpreter = interpreter;
  }

  protected override Variable Evaluate(
                     string data, ref int from)
  {
    string funcName = Utils.GetToken(data, ref from,
                            Constants.TOKEN_SEPARATION);
    m_interpreter.AppendOutput("Registering function [" +
                               funcName + "] ...");
 
    string[] args = Utils.GetFunctionSignature(data, ref from);
    if (args.Length == 1 && string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(args[0]))
    {

      args = new string[0];
    }

    Utils.MoveForwardIf(data, ref from,
                        Constants.START_GROUP, Constants.SPACE);

    string body = Utils.GetBodyBetween(data, ref from,
                  Constants.START_GROUP, Constants.END_GROUP);

    CustomFunction customFunc = new CustomFunction(funcName,
                                body, args);
    ParserFunction.AddGlobal(funcName, customFunc);

    return new Variable(funcName);
  }

  private Interpreter m_interpreter;
}

Listing 3: Implementation of the Function Creator class

class CustomFunction : ParserFunction 
{
  internal CustomFunction(string funcName,
                          string body, string[] args)
  {
    m_name = funcName;
    m_body = body;
    m_args = args;
  }

  protected override Variable Evaluate(string data,
                                       ref int from)
  {
    bool isList;
    List<Variable> functionArgs = Utils.GetArgs(data,
      ref from, Constants.START_ARG, Constants.END_ARG,
      out isList);
    Utils.MoveBackIf(data, ref from, Constants.START_GROUP);
    if (functionArgs.Count != m_args.Length) { 
      throw new ArgumentException("Function [" + m_name +
        "] arguments mismatch: " + m_args.Length + " declared, " +
        functionArgs.Count + " supplied");
    }

    // 1. Add passed arguments as local variables to the Parser.

    StackLevel stackLevel = new StackLevel(m_name);
    for (int i = 0; i < m_args.Length; i++) {
      stackLevel.Variables[m_args[i]] = new GetVarFunction(
                                            functionArgs[i]);
    }

    ParserFunction.AddLocalVariables(stackLevel);

    // 2. Execute the body of the function.
    int temp = 0;
    Variable result = null;
    while (temp < m_body.Length - 1)
    {
      result = Parser.LoadAndCalculate(m_body, ref temp,
                                Constants.END_PARSE_ARRAY);
      Utils.GoToNextStatement(m_body, ref temp);
    }

    ParserFunction.PopLocalVariables();
    return result;
  }

  private string      m_body;
  private string[]    m_args;
}

Listing 4: Implementation of the custom function class
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    string result = arg.AsString();

    // 3. Throw it!
    throw new ArgumentException(result);
  }
}

The try function requires a bit more work, so it’s easier to 
delegate all the work to the Interpreter, which can tell the 
Parser what to do:

class TryBlock : ParserFunction
{
  internal TryBlock(Interpreter interpreter)
  {
    m_interpreter = interpreter;
  }

  protected override Variable Evaluate(
                     string data, ref int from)
  { 
    return m_interpreter.ProcessTry(data,
                                    ref from);
  }
 
  private Interpreter m_interpreter;
}

In the Interpreter.ProcessTry() implementation, first you 
should note where you started the processing (so later on 
you can return back to skip the whole try-catch block). 
Then you process the try block, and if the exception is 
thrown, you catch it. In the Parser code, you throw only 
ArgumentException exceptions.

int startTryCondition = from - 1;
int currentStackLevel =
    ParserFunction.GetCurrentStackLevel();
Exception exception   = null;
Variable result = null;

try {
  result = ProcessBlock(data, ref from);
}
catch(ArgumentException exc) {
  exception = exc;
}

If there’s an exception, or a catch or a break statement, 
you need to skip the whole catch block. For that, go back 
to the beginning of the try block and then skip it:

if (exception != null ||
    result.Type == Variable.VarType.BREAK ||
    result.Type == Variable.VarType.CONTINUE)
{
  from = startTryCondition;
  SkipBlock(data, ref from);
}

After the try block, you expect a catch token and the name 
of the exception to be caught, regardless of whether the 
exception was thrown or not:

string catchToken = Utils.GetNextToken(data,
                          ref from); 

           n +")";
    throw (exc);
  } 
  if (n < 0) {
    exc = "Negative number (n="+n+") for factorial";
    throw (exc);
  } 
  if (n <= 1) {
    return 1;
  }
 
  return n * factorial(n - 1);
}

The factorial function above uses an auxiliary isInteger() 
function:

function isInteger(candidate) {
  return candidate == round(candidate);
}

The isInteger() function calls yet another round() function. 
The implementation of the round() function isn’t in CSCS but 
is already in C# code that you saw in the previous section.

Executing the factorial function with different arguments 
provides the following output:

.../Documents/cscs/cscs/bin/Debug>> a =
 factorial(-1)
Negative number (n=-1) for factorial
.../Documents/cscs/cscs/bin/Debug>> a =
 factorial(1.5)
Factorial is for integers only (n=1.5)
.../Documents/cscs/cscs/bin/Debug>> a =
 factorial(6)
720

The factorial code contains some throw() statements. This 
suggests that there should be something able to catch them.

Throw, Try, and Catch Control Flow 
Statements
The try() and throw() control flow statements can be im-
plemented as functions in the same way that you saw the 
implementation of the Round() function above.

Both functions must be registered with the Parser first 
as well:

public const string TRY         = "try";
public const string THROW       = "throw";

The implementation of the throw() function follows:

class ThrowFunction : ParserFunction
{
  protected override Variable Evaluate(
                     string data, ref int from)
  {
    // 1. Extract what to throw. 
    Variable arg  = Utils.GetItem(data,
                                  ref from);

    // 2. Convert it to a string.
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} catch(exc) {
  print ("Caught Exception: ", exc);
}

After running it, you get the following exception mes-
sage:

Trying to calculate negative factorial...
Caught Exception: Negative number (n=-5)
      for factorial at
  factorial()
  tryNegative()
  trySuite()

Of course, this is a bare bones exception handling so you 
might want to add some fancier stuff, like at what line of 
the function the exception was thrown, function param-
eters, and so on.

How do you keep track of the execution stack? That is, of 
the functions being called? In ParserFunctions, you define 
the following static variable:

public class StackLevel
{
  public StackLevel(string name = null) {
    Name = name; 
    Variables = new Dictionary<string,
                    ParserFunction> ();
  } 
  public string Name { get; set; }
  public Dictionary<string, ParserFunction> Variables
                     { get; set; }
}
private static Stack<StackLevel> s_locals =
           new Stack<StackLevel>();

Each StackLevel consists of all of the local variables of the 
function being executed (including the passed-in param-
eters) and the function name. This is the name you see in 
the exception stack.

Each time you start execution of a new function (regard-
less of whether it’s defined in the C# code or in the CSCS 
code), a new StackLevel is added to the s_locals stack. 
You pop up one StackLevel from the s_locals data struc-
ture each time you finish the execution of a function.

In the examples, you saw a few functions implemented in 
CSCS. Do all of the scripts have to be in the same file? Can 
you include other files containing the CSCS code?

Including Other Files Containing  
the CSCS Code
To include another module containing CSCS scripts, you 
use the same function approach as with all other func-

from++; // skip opening parenthesis

// The next token after the try must be a catch.
if (!Constants.CATCH_LIST.Contains(catchToken))
{
  throw new ArgumentException(
            "Expecting a 'catch()' but got [" +
            catchToken + "]");
} 
 
string exceptionName = Utils.GetNextToken(data,
                                  ref from);
from++; // skip closing parenthesis

Why do you use a CATCH_LIST to see if the catch keyword 
is there and not just Constants.CATCH = “catch”? Because 
the CATCH_LIST contains all possible translations of the 
catch keyword in different languages. You provide them in 
the configuration file. For example, you can use atrapar 
in Spanish, or fangen in German..

In case of an exception, you must process the catch block. 
You first create an exception stack (what was called from 
what) and then add this information to the exception 
variable that can be used in the CSCS code that caught 
the expression:

if (exception != null) {
  string excStack = CreateExceptionStack(
                    currentStackLevel); 
  ParserFunction.InvalidateStacksAfterLevel(
                          currentStackLevel);
  GetVarFunction excFunc = new GetVarFunction(
         new Variable(Double.NaN,
             exception.Message + excStack));
  ParserFunction.AddGlobalOrLocalVariable(
                 exceptionName, excFunc);

  result = ProcessBlock(data, ref from);
  ParserFunction.PopLocalVariable(
                 exceptionName);
}

In case there’s no exception, skip the catch block:

else {
  SkipBlock(data, ref from)
}

Let’s try throwing and catching exceptions in action with 
the factorial function that you saw above. You use the 
following CSCS code that has some artificially created ex-
ecution stacks for throwing an exception:

function trySuite(n) {
  print("Trying to calculate the",    
        "negative factorial…");
  result = tryNegative(n);
  return result;
} 
function tryNegative(n) {
  return factorial(-1 * n);
}
try { 
  f = tryNegative(5);
  print("factorial(", n, ")=", f);

You can add fancy stuff, 
including which line 
of the function threw 
the exception. 
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    print (i, " is odd.");
  }
}

Try to guess: In the CSCS code above, how many of the 
tokens are implemented as functions (that is, classes 
deriving from the ParserFunction class)? There are four: 
while(), if (), print(), and ++. Else isn’t a function by 
itself, it’s processed together with if (similarly, catch 
is not a separate function but is processed together  
with try).

What about the i++ token inside of the while() statement? 
How is it implemented?

Implementing ++ and -- Prefix and 
Postfix and Compound Assignment 
Operators
You can use the same approach for assignment as you did 
for including a file by implementing it as a function set(), 
for example. This is how I implemented the assignment 
in the first version of the language described in MSDN 
Magazine (See the sidebar for a link).

The assignment a = 5 is equivalent to set(a, 5), the prefix 
operator  ++i is equivalent to set(i, i + 1). The postfix 
operator i++ is a bit longer: i++ is equivalent to set(i, i + 
1) – 1 in CSCS.

A language with such awkward assignment operators 
can’t, obviously, be part of the Premier League of pro-
gramming languages. You need a different approach to 
have proper assignment operations.

I decided to take the following approach: Declare action 
functions, all deriving from the abstract ActionFunction 
class (that derives from the ParserFunction class). An ac-
tion function is triggered as soon as the Parser gets any 
of the following action tokens: ++, --, +=, -=, *=, etc. In 
case of ++ and --, you need first to find whether it’s a 
prefix or a postfix operator—the Parser will know that: In 
case of a prefix, it will have an unprocessed token before 
the action.

All of the actions must be registered with the Parser first:

ParserFunction.AddAction(Constants.ASSIGNMENT,
               new AssignFunction());
ParserFunction.AddAction(Constants.INCREMENT,
               new IncrementDecrementFunction());
ParserFunction.AddAction(Constants.DECREMENT,
               new IncrementDecrementFunction());

Check out the implementation of the IncrementDecre-
mentFunction() in Listing 5. The implementation of other 

tions, like you used with Round() or try/throw control 
statements. The include keyword is also defined in Con-
stants.cs:

public const string INCLUDE = "include";

The function implementation is in the IncludeFile class 
deriving from the ParserFunction class:

ParserFunction.AddGlobal(Constants.INCLUDE,
                         new IncludeFile());

In the CSCS code, including another file looks like this:

include("filename.cscs");

As soon as the Parser gets the INCLUDE token (or one of 
its translations), the execution of IncludeFile.Evaluate() 
is triggered. This function must first extract the actual 
script from the file to be included:

class IncludeFile : ParserFunction
{
  protected override Variable Evaluate(
             string data, ref int from)
  {
    string filename = Utils.ResultToString(
            Utils.GetItem(data, ref from));
    string[] lines = Utils.GetFileLines(filename);
    string includeFile = string.Join(
             Environment.NewLine, lines);
    string includeScript =
        Utils.ConvertToScript(includeFile);

Then you process the whole script using the Parser main 
method, LoadAndCalculate(). Note that at the end, you 
return an empty result because there’s nothing to return 
upon completion.

    int filePtr = 0;
    while (filePtr < includeScript.Length)
    {
      Parser.LoadAndCalculate(includeScript,
       ref filePtr, Constants.END_LINE_ARRAY);
      Utils.GoToNextStatement(includeScript,
                              ref filePtr); 
    }
    return Variable.EmptyInstance;
  }
}

All of the global functions added from the included file 
stay with the Parser after completion of the Include state-
ment.

You can implement if, when, for, and other control flow 
statements in the same way you implemented the includ-
ing of a file. I haven’t implemented the for loop because 
its functionality can be easily achieved with a while loop. 
Here’s an example of such a substitution of the for loop 
in the CSCS code:

i = 0;while (i++ < 10) {
  if (i % 2 == 0) {
    print (i, " is even.");
  } else {

To be part of the Premier 
League of Programming 
Languages, you need  
to have proper operator 
assignment.
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The function size() is implemented as a typical CSCS func-
tion returning the number of elements in an array. But if 
the passed argument isn’t an array, it returns the number 
of characters in it.

Internally, an array is implemented as a C# list so you can 
add elements to it on the fly.

You access elements of an array, or modify them, by using 
the squared brackets. If you access an element of an array 
and that element has not been initialized yet, an excep-
tion will be thrown by the Parser. However, it’s possible to 
assign a value to just one element of an array, even if the 
index used is greater than the number of elements in the 
array. In this case, non-existing elements of the array are 
initialized with empty values. This happens even if it’s the 
first assignment for this array. For this special shortcut 
array assignment, the CSCS function set() is used:

i = 10;while(--i > 0) {
  newarray[i] = 2*i;
}

print("newarray[9]=", newarray[9]);       // 18
print("size(newarray)=", size(newarray)); // 10

Check out the array implementation in the accompany-
ing source code download (available through the CODE 
Magazine website).

Compiling on Various Operating 
Systems
It’s a common misunderstanding that C# is for Windows 
only. People may have heard of a few attempts to port it 
to other operating systems, but most think that those at-
tempts are still in some kind of a work in progress.

action functions is analogous. As you can see, the Parser 
knows from the context whether it works with a prefix or 
a postfix operator and if it was triggered because of a -- 
or a ++ action. Note that at the end, the function returns 
either the current variable value (in case of the prefix) or 
the previous value in case of the postfix.

With this approach, you can play around with the assign-
ments in CSCS as follows:

a = 1;
b = a++ - a--;    // b = -1, a = 1
c = a = (b += 1); // a = b = c = 0
a -= ++c;         // c = 1, a = -1
c = --a - ++a;    // a = -1, c = -1

The Listing 5 has a section about arrays. I haven’t talked 
about them yet. How do the assignments work with arrays?

Arrays
The declaration of an array is different from the declara-
tion of a variable in CSCS. To declare an array and ini-
tialize it with data, you use the same statement. As an 
example, here‘s the CSCS code:

a = 20;
arr = {++a-a--, ++a*exp(0)/a--,
       -2*(--a - ++a), ++a};i = 0;
while(i < size(arr)) {
  print("a[", i, "]=", arr[i],
        ", expecting ", i);
  i++;
}

The number of elements in the array isn’t explicitly de-
clared because it can be deduced from the assignment.

protected override Variable Evaluate(string data,
                                     ref int from)
{
  bool prefix = string.IsNullOrWhiteSpace(m_name);
  if (prefix)
  {// If it's a prefix we do not have variable name yet.
    m_name = Utils.GetToken(data, ref from,
                            Constants.TOKEN_SEPARATION);
  }

  // Value to be added to the variable:
  int valueDelta = m_action == Constants.INCREMENT ? 1 : -1;
  int returnDelta = prefix ? valueDelta : 0;

  // Check if the variable to be set has the form of x(0),
  // meaning that this is an array element.
  double newValue = 0;
  int arrayIndex = Utils.ExtractArrayElement(ref m_name);
  bool exists = ParserFunction.FunctionExists(m_name);
  if (!exists)
  {
    throw new ArgumentException("Variable [" + m_name +
                                "] doesn't exist");
  }

  Variable currentValue = ParserFunction.GetFunction(m_name)
                                        GetValue(data, ref from);

  if (arrayIndex >= 0)
  {// A variable with an index (array element).
    if (currentValue.Tuple == null)
    {
      throw new ArgumentException("Tuple [" + m_name +
                                  "] doesn't exist");
    }
    if (currentValue.Tuple.Count <= arrayIndex) 
    {
      throw new ArgumentException("Tuple [" + m_name +
        "] has only " + currentValue.Tuple.Count + " elements");
    }
    newValue = currentValue.Tuple[arrayIndex].Value + returnDelta;
    currentValue.Tuple[arrayIndex].Value += valueDelta;
  }
  else // A normal variable. 
  {
    newValue = currentValue.Value + returnDelta;
    currentValue.Value += valueDelta; 
  }

  Variable varValue = new Variable(newValue);
  ParserFunction.AddGlobalOrLocalVariable(m_name,
                 new GetVarFunction(currentValue));
  return varValue;
}

Listing 5: Implementation of the ++ and -- operators
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    <section name="Synonyms"  type=
     "System.Configuration.
     NameValueSectionHandler,System"/>
…

That configuration won’t work with Visual Studio, so you 
must use different configuration files with Visual Studio 
than with Xamarin.

There’s also a way to use C# macros if you want to have 
different code when you use your language on Windows 
and on Mac OS. This especially makes sense if you work 
with the file system.

Implementing a Directory Listing on Windows and  
on Mac OS
The Xamarin Studio uses the Mono Framework and the 
macro to use if you want to know if you’re using Mono is 
#ifdef __MonoCS__. You can see it at work here:

public static string GetPathDetails(FileSystemInfo fs,
                                    string name)      
{
  string pathname = fs.FullName;
  bool isDir = (fs.Attributes &
                FileAttributes.Directory) != 0;

#if  __MonoCS__
  Mono.Unix.UnixFileSystemInfo info;
  if (isDir) {
    info = new Mono.Unix.UnixDirectoryInfo(pathname);
  } else {
    info = new Mono.Unix.UnixFileInfo(pathname);
  }

After using Xamarin Studio for Mac for some time, I found 
that it’s not quite a work in progress but rather a very 
powerful tool to build and run C# apps on a Mac. And it’s 
free! The underlying free and open source Mono project 
currently supports .NET 4.5 with C# 5.0. Recently, Micro-
soft announced that it’s planning to acquire Xamarin, so 
the support should continue and hopefully Xamarin Stu-
dio for Mac will be kept free (you can also use C# with 
Xamarin for iOS and Android programming, but this is 
already not free).

Xamarin doesn’t support any Windows Forms, but what 
concerns the core C# language is that I didn’t have to 
change a single line of code when porting my Visual Stu-
dio project from Windows. What I did have to change is 
the configuration file. For Windows the configuration 
looks like this:

<configuration> 
  <configSections>
    <section name="Languages" type=
 "System.Configuration.NameValueSectionHandler"/>
    <section name="Synonyms"  type=
 "System.Configuration.NameValueSectionHandler"/>
…

Unfortunately, this wouldn’t work with Xamarin. There 
you must add ,System to the type:

<configuration> 
  <configSections> 
    <section name="Languages" type=
     "System.Configuration.
     NameValueSectionHandler,System"/>

Figure 3: Running CSCS ls command on a Mac

Figure 4: Running CSCS dir command on a PC
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Figure 3 shows running the ls command on a Mac and 
Figure 4 shows running a dir command on a PC.

The question that might strike you now is: “How do I con-
figure using the ls command on a Mac and the dir com-
mand on a PC for the same CSCS function?”

Keywords in Different Languages
If you want a keyword to be used in any other language, you 
must add a code so that you can read possible translations 
from the configuration file. For example, I defined the keyword 
for a function to show the contents of a directory as follows:

public const string DIR = "dir";

Now, if I want possible translations of this keyword I add 
in the Interpreter initialization code:

AddTranslation(languageSection, Constants.DIR);

In the code snippet above, you see Unix-specific code to 
get the directory or file data structure. Using this struc-
ture, it’s easy to find typical Unix permissions for user/
group/others, which don’t make sense on Windows:

char ur = (info.FileAccessPermissions & Mono.Unix.
  FileAccessPermissions.UserRead) != 0 ? 'r' : '-';
char uw = (info.FileAccessPermissions & Mono.Unix.
  FileAccessPermissions.UserWrite) != 0 ? 'w' : '-'; 
char ux = (info.FileAccessPermissions & Mono.Unix.
  FileAccessPermissions.UserExecute) != 0 ? 'x' : '-'; 
char gr = (info.FileAccessPermissions & Mono.Unix.
  FileAccessPermissions.GroupRead) != 0 ? 'r' : '-'; 
... 
string permissions = string.Format(
  "{0}{1}{2}{3}{4}{5}{6}{7}{8}",
   ur, uw, ux, gr, gw, gx, or, ow, ox);

Take a look at Listing 6 for the complete implementation 
of the GetPathDetails() function.

public static string GetPathDetails(FileSystemInfo fs, string name)
{
  string pathname = fs.FullName;
  bool isDir = (fs.Attributes & FileAttributes.Directory) != 0;

  char d = isDir ? 'd' : '-';
  string last  = fs.LastAccessTime.ToString("MMM dd yyyy HH:mm");

  #if  __MonoCS__
  Mono.Unix.UnixFileSystemInfo info;
  if (isDir) { 
    info = new Mono.Unix.UnixDirectoryInfo(pathname);
  } else { 
    info = new Mono.Unix.UnixFileInfo(pathname);
  }

  char ur = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.UserRead)     != 0 ? 'r' : '-';
  char uw = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.UserWrite)    != 0 ? 'w' : '-';
  char ux = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.UserExecute)  != 0 ? 'x' : '-';
  char gr = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.GroupRead)    != 0 ? 'r' : '-';
  char gw = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.GroupWrite)   != 0 ? 'w' : '-';
  char gx = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.GroupExecute) != 0 ? 'x' : '-';
  char or = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.OtherRead)    != 0 ? 'r' : '-';
  char ow = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.OtherWrite)   != 0 ? 'w' : '-';
  char ox = (info.FileAccessPermissions &
    Mono.Unix.FileAccessPermissions.OtherExecute) != 0 ? 'x' : '-';
 
  string permissions = string.Format("{0}{1}{2}{3}{4}{5}{6}{7}{8}",
                       ur, uw, ux, gr, gw, gx, or, ow, ox);
 
  string user  = info.OwnerUser.UserName;
  string group = info.OwnerGroup.GroupName;
  string links = info.LinkCount.ToString();

  long size = info.Length;

  if (info.IsSymbolicLink) {
    d = 's';
  }

  #else
      string user  = string.Empty;
      string group = string.Empty;
      string links = null;
      string permissions = "rwx";

      long size = 0;

      if (isDir)
      {
        user = Directory.GetAccessControl(fs.FullName).GetOwner(
          typeof(System.Security.Principal.NTAccount)).ToString();

        DirectoryInfo di = fs as DirectoryInfo;
        size = di.GetFileSystemInfos().Length;
      }
      else {
        user = File.GetAccessControl(fs.FullName).GetOwner(
          typeof(System.Security.Principal.NTAccount)).ToString();
        FileInfo fi = fs as FileInfo;
        size = fi.Length;

        string[] execs = new string[] { "exe", "bat", "msi"};
        char x = execs.Contains(fi.Extension.ToLower()) ?
                                'x' : '-';
        char w = !fi.IsReadOnly ? 'w' : '-';
        permissions = string.Format("r{0}{1}", w, x);
      }

  #endif

  string infoStr = string.Format(
    "{0}{1} {2,4} {3,8} {4,8} {5,9} {6,23} {7}",  
     d, permissions, links, user, group, size, last, name);
  
  return infoStr;
}

Listing 6: Get directory or file info on Unix and on Windows
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Because ls isn’t really a translation from dir to a foreign 
language, I added the Synonyms configuration section to 
smooth the differences between Windows and Mac con-
cepts, so that they don’t look so foreign to each other:

<Languages>  <add key="languages" value=
           "Synonyms,Spanish,German,Russian" /> 
</Languages> 
<Synonyms> 
  <add key="del"     value ="rm" /> 
  <add key="move"    value ="mv" /> 
  <add key="copy"    value ="cp" /> 
  <add key="dir"     value ="ls" /> 
  <add key="read"    value ="scan" /> 
  <add key="writenl" value ="print" /> 
</Synonyms> 

Using the same configuration file, you can add transla-
tions for the CSCS keywords in any language. Here’s a 
valid CSCS code to check whether a number is odd or even 
using the German keywords:

ich = 0;
 solange (ich++ < 10) {
  falls (ich % 2 == 0) {
    drucken (ich, " Gerade Zahl");
  } sonst {
    drucken (ich, " Ungerade Zahl");
  }
}

Wrapping Up
Using the techniques presented in this article and con-
sulting the accompanying source code download, you can 
develop your own fully customized language using your 
own keywords and functions. The resulting language will 
be interpreted at runtime directly, statement by statement.

The straightforward way of adding new functionality to 
the language is the following:

• Think of an English keyword (primary name) of the 
function to be implemented in English:

public const string ROUND = "round";

• Map this keyword to a C# class and register them 
both with the Parser:

ParserFunction.AddGlobal(Constants.ROUND,
                         new RoundFunction());

• Make it possible to read translations of this keyword 
from any language from the configuration file:

AddTranslation(languageSection, Constants.ROUND);

• Implement the class registered above with the 
Parser. The class must derive from the ParserFunc-
tion class and you must override the Evaluate() 
method.

That’s it: using the technique above, you can implement 
not only the typical functions like round(), sin(), abs(), 
sqrt(), and so on, but most of the control flow state-

 Vassili Kaplan
 

ments, like if(), while(), break, return, continue, throw(), 
include(), etc. All variables declared in the CSCS code are 
implemented the same way: you register them as func-
tions with the Parser.

You can use this language as a shell language to perform 
different file or operating system commands (find files, 
list directories or running processes, kill or start a new 
process from the command line, and so on). Or you can 
use it as a scripting language, writing any tasks and add-
ing them to the scripts for execution. Basically, any task 
can be achieved in CSCS as long as it’s possible to imple-
ment it in C#.

There are a few things that are still far from perfect and 
could be added to the CSCS language. For instance, the 
debugging possibilities are next to nil. The exception 
handling is quite basic, so adding the possibility for the 
exception stack to show the line of code where it occurred 
would be interesting. Also, currently, only the list data 
structure is supported in CSCS (I call it tuple). Adding the 
possibility to use other data structures, like dictionaries, 
for instance, would be also an interesting exercise: let me 
know what you come up with!
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Aurelia: An Introduction
Aurelia is an open-source UI JavaScript framework designed to create single page applications (SPAs) that doesn’t behave like 
a framework. It’s been built from the ground up using modern tooling and ECMAScript 2016 with full support for TypeScript.  
Its architecture is a series of collaborating libraries and WebComponents woven together with plain modern JavaScript.

Aurelia is designed to help you create applications for the 
browser, mobile devices, or the desktop. 

The Aurelia website (Aurelia.io) documents all the benefits 
it provides, so we’ll only mention a few that we really like. 
Aurelia adheres to a “convention over configuration” phi-
losophy that helps developers follow established patterns 
by reducing the amount of code required to build an ap-
plication. It’s easy to learn but that doesn’t mean it lacks 
robustness or power. Developers only need to learn a small 
set of patterns before they can begin making significant 
progress on their own application. Aurelia has been de-
signed to be extensible, which makes it an ideal choice for 
working with third-party libraries and frameworks. Aurelia 
is backed by Durandal Inc., which was established to pro-
vide commercial and enterprise Aurelia support resources, 
assuring customers that help is there if they need it.

Modern Tooling
Aurelia is built from the ground up using modern tool-
ing. It uses Node.js and is designed to work with pack-
age mangers like jspm (JavaScript Package Manager) for 
dynamic module loading and transcompiling ECMAScript 
6 (ES6) code to ECMAScript 5 (ES5). Aurelia applications 
can be written the same way, but it isn’t a requirement. 
There’s support for using TypeScript and Webpack as an 
alternative. Getting a project set up is perhaps the most 
laborious part, but the Aurelia team is working on a CLI 
so that future set ups will be much easier. 

This article goes the traditional route and uses jspm with 
SystemJS. If you don’t have NodeJS installed, download it 
from http://node.org. The remaining tooling is installed 
using Node’s package manager npm, including jspm. 

Once you have NodeJS installed, open a command prompt 
and type the following to install jspm:

npm install –g jspm

GIT must be installed because jspm has a dependency on GIT 
to query GitHub for packages. Download GIT from https://
git-scm.com. We also recommend creating a GitHub ac-
count if you don’t already have one. GitHub has a rate limit 
for anonymous API requests, so it’s best to configure jspm 

to use your GitHub credentials or personal access token. 
Type the following from a command prompt, and then fol-
low the prompts to register your GitHub account with jspm:

jspm registry config github

Next, consider how the app is going to run locally. There 
are three options.

The first option uses a simple NodeJS Web server. The fol-
lowing command installs an http server globally:

npm install http-server -g

There’s nothing to serve at the moment. We’ll spin up the 
server later.

The second option uses Visual Studio and opens the proj-
ect as a Website. From Visual Studio’s menu, select File 
> Open > Open Website. Navigate to the project’s folder 
and click Open.

The third option uses Firefox. Firefox allows serving the 
app directly from your hard drive.

With the tooling in place, you can start your first Aurelia 
app from scratch.

Hello Aurelia!
Create an empty folder called HelloAureila and open a 
command prompt to that location. Initialize jspm using 
the following command:

jspm init

Follow the series of questions to set up jspm and press 
Enter for each question to accept the defaults. Use the 
following two commands after jspm has initialized to load 
the base Aurelia framework and its bootstrapping library:

jspm install aurelia-framework
jspm install aurelia-bootstrapper

Open the config.js using your favorite IDE, and add the 
following two strings to babelOptions (about line 5):

"es7.decorators",
"es7.classProperties"

You should have the following:

…
babelOptions: {
  "optional": [
    "runtime",
    "optimisation.modules.system",

Aurelia adheres to a “convention- 
over-configuration” philosophy 
that helps developers follow 
established patterns and helps 
them reduce the amount of 
code required to build their 
applications.

Jeremy Brown
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building applications. This usually begins with setting up 
navigation.

Using the app.js and app.html files, create two copies of 
each of the files. Name the first set home.js and home.
html and name the second set binding-demo.js and 
binding-demo.html. Open the home.js file, and rename 
the class from App to Home, to match Listing 4.

Next, open binding-demo.js and rename the class from 
App to BindingDemo. Also change the header string to 
Binding Demo. Your file should look like Listing 5.

These components serve as the applications pages, and 
you can now modify the App class to configure routing. 
Replace the App class in app.js with the code in Listing 6 
and in the app.html with the code in Listing 7.

Refreshing the page reveals a stunning example of a stellar 
UX. OK, it is not all that stunning, but what you do have is 
a basic example of routing with Aurelia. The App class uses 
another convention by implementing the configureRouter 
callback method, which is passed a configuration object 
and a router object. The first thing set is the configura-

    "es7.decorators",
    "es7.classProperties"
  ]
},
…

To start writing code, add a new index.html file to the root 
folder and replace the default with Listing 1.

This is the only pure HTML file needed when using Aurelia. 
The rest of the app consists of components. Two important 
items to note about this file are the script tags and the aure-
lia-app attribute within the <body> element. The first script 
file loads SystemJS, which is responsible for loading mod-
ules and transcompiling code form ES6 to ES5. The second 
script file includes the configuration settings for SystemJS. 
The third script file loads Aurelia’s bootstrapper library using 
SystemJS’s import method. Once the bootstrapper is loaded, 
it scans the index.html file for the aurelia-app attribute. This 
informs Aurelia where to inject the root app component. 

Aurelia uses convention over configuration. The first con-
vention it executes looks for the App component. Com-
ponents are central to Aurelia and they all follow a View/
View-Model pattern where a HTML file is used for the view 
and a JavaScript file for a view-model. Having the same 
name binds the files together. The bootstrapper looks for 
app.js and app.html, so go ahead and create both in the 
root folder. Listing 2 contains the app.js file and Listing 
3 contains the app.html file.

If you’re using a NodeJS http server to run locally, now’s 
the time to spin up the server:

http-server –o –c-1

If you’re using Visual Studio, select View in Browser to 
run the app. If you’re using Firefox, open the index.html 
file to run the app.

Admittedly that was a lot of work just to execute six lines, 
but this little bit of code demonstrates the elegance that 
is Aurelia. The app.js file is just an ES6 class. Although 
ES6 is the future of JavaScript, you get to use it now, 
thanks to SystemJS. 

The App class has a single property called header. Its value 
is displayed in the app.html using Aurelia’s string interpo-
lation. String interpolation is one of the methods used to 
render data from the view-model to its view. Notice how 
the contents of the HTML file are wrapped in a <template> 
element. Aurelia uses the Web Component standard to con-
struct its views. This is the essence of an Aurelia compo-
nent—a JavaScript class and a Web Component. 

Routing
Now that you have the Hello World app out of the way, 
let’s start to address some real world concerns when 

Although ES6 is the future  
of JavaScript, you get to use  
it now, thanks to SystemJS. 

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
    <title>Hello Aurelia</title>
    <meta name="viewport" 
          content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
</head>
<body aurelia-app>
    <script src="jspm_packages/system.js"></script>
    <script src="config.js"></script>
    <script>
      SystemJS.import('aurelia-bootstrapper');
    </script>
</body>
</html>

Listing 1: index.html

export class App {
    header = "Hello Aurelia!";
}

Listing 2: app.js

<template>
    <h1>${header}</h1>
</template>

Listing 3: app.html

export class Home {
    header = "Hello Aurelia!";
}

Listing 4: home.js

export class BindingDemo {
    header = "Binding Demo";
}

Listing 5: binding-demo.js
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The best way to explore binding is to see it in action. Open 
the binding-demo.html file and add the following markup:

<input type="text"
       value.bind="header" 
       placeholder="change header"/> 

Refresh the page and experiment with changing the head-
er with two-way binding. When you’re done, replace the 
header markup with the following:

<h1 textcontent.one-time="header"></h1>

Refresh the page again and notice that the header is no 
longer updating. The header value is being changed, but 
the binding engine is not updating the header element. 
Replace .one-time with .one-way and it will return to the 
same binding type as before when using string interpola-
tion. You can also bind to the inner HTML of any element 
by using the following snippet:

<h1 innerhtml.bind="header | sanitizeHTML"></h1>

Notice the use of sanitizeHTML. This is an Aurelia value 
converter. As the name suggests, a value converter takes 
the value of a binding as an input and transforms it into 
something else. The output is returned and bound to 
the target. In this example, any potentially dangerous 
markup, like script tags, is removed. To see this in action, 
place the following markup after the input tag:

<p>
    <textarea rows="5" cols="40"
        value.one-way="header | sanitizeHTML">
    </textarea>
</p>

Refresh the page and try to add a script element (<script></
script) to the first input. Notice that the header property 
does display the script element but the <textarea> does 
not. When binding any HTML content, sanitizeHTML or an 
equivalent third-party library is recommended.

Now expand the demo to change the color of the header. 
In the binding-demo.js file, add the following snippet af-
ter the header property:

headerColors = [
   {colorValue:"#000000", colorName:"BLACK" },
   {colorValue:"#FF0000", colorName:"RED" },
   {colorValue:"#00FF00", colorName:"GREEN" },
   {colorValue:"#0000FF", colorName:"BLUE" }
];

currentColor = this.headerColors[0];

tion’s title property, which sets the document’s title ele-
ment. Next is the route mapping. The map method takes an 
array of route objects with the properties found in Table 1.

The last line creates a public property on the App class to the 
router object. This makes it available for binding in the view, 
which is now the master page for the application. The <ul> 
element constructs links to each component using Aurelia’s 
repeat.for attribute. It uses the expression route of router.
navigation to create an <li> element for each item in the 
router.navigation array. Think of it as a for...of loop. Every-
thing inside the <li> element is within the scope of the loop 
and route is the local variable as it iterates through the loop. 
The link element demonstrates Aurelia’s binding syntax and 
is another example of string interpolation. Binding is accom-
plished by applying .bind to any HTML attribute. We’ll take a 
closer look at this shortly in the Databinding section.

The final piece to the master page is the custom element 
<router-view> that determines where the component’s view 
is rendered. A word of caution: If you leave out this element 
and its view-model is used to configure routing, only a blank 
page is rendered and no errors are logged to the console. 

Routing isn’t limited to the root component. Any compo-
nent can configure its own child routing. Also, routing has 
a pipeline that can have methods injected into it. The best 
use-case for this feature is authentication. Both of these 
features are beyond the scope of this article, but are worth 
sharing in case you decide to explore further on your own.

Databinding
Databinding is a must for any UI framework and Aurelia really 
shines with its implementation. You’ve seen how to bind the 
href attribute on a link element by appending .bind to the end 
of href. That’s it! Just append .bind to any HTML attribute. The 
following is an example of binding a firstName property on a 
view-model to the value attribute on a Form input.

<input type="text" 
 value.bind="firstName"/>

Using .bind Aurelia determines the appropriate binding 
based on the element and the attribute to which it is ap-
plied. Most of the time, one-way binding is applied and 
the flow of data is from the view-model to the view. For 
Form controls, two-way binding is applied. With two-way 
binding, data flows in both directions allowing changes 
made in the control to be passed back to the view-model. 
A third binding option is one-time. This only passes from 
the view-model to the view once and won’t be monitored 
for any changes. The default binding is overridden by re-
placing .bind with.one-way, .two-way, or .one-time. This 
is rarely needed, but the option is there. 

Table 1: Route object properties

Route Property Description
route Patten used to match a URL to a component. Can be a single pattern or an array of patterns. Patterns can be static or contain parameters 

like product/:sku

name The name used in code for generating URLs.

moduleId The path to the module. This will match the file name of component without the js extension.

title An optional title that will be used for the document’s title or the link when included in the navigational model.

nav Determines if the route participates in the navigational model. Can be true or a number to indicate the order of the navigation.
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Aurelia’s History

Once upon a time, in a galaxy 
far far away, there was a 
popular JavaScript single-page 
application framework named 
Durandal. Durandal was written 
by UI development expert Rob 
Eisenberg. After a brief stint with 
the AngularJS 2.0 team, Rob 
decided to return to working 
on the successor to Durandal. 
In January 2015, he introduced 
the JavaScript world to his 
newest single-page application 
framework called Aurelia.

.trigger binding expression attaches an event handler di-
rectly to the element that’s called when the event fires. 
When the .delegate binding expression is used, a single 
event handler is attached to the document that handles all 
events of the specified type. If the event object is needed, 
it can be passed in the expression by using $event.

To see event binding in action, add the following snippet 
to the end of binding-demo.js:

triggerBoxStyle = {
    width: "300px",
    height: "300px",
    border: "1px solid black",
    'background-color': "#ccc",
    'margin-top': "10px"
};

currentPosition = { x: 0, y: 0 };
mouseClicks = [];

captureMouseMove(event) {
    this.currentPosition = { 
        x: event.clientX, 
        y: event.clientY 
    };
}

captureMouseClick() {             
   this.mouseClicks.push(this.currentPosition);
}

clearClicks() {
    this.mouseClicks = [];
}

The first part of the snippet has nothing to do with event 
binding but is needed for the demo to style a div element. 
Aurelia allows styles to be constructed as objects. Notice 
the properties for background-color and margin-top. Be-
cause JavaScript doesn’t allow dashes as part of a prop-
erty name, it does allow strings. To access such a property 
in JavaScript, the [] notation must be used. For example:

The headerColors property is an array of custom color objects 
with properties for a color’s value and a friendly name. The 
currentColor property is used for binding a color object to 
the header in the view. By default, it’s set to the first item in 
the headerColors array. To apply this binding to the header, 
replace the <h1> element with the following snippet:

<h1 css="color:${currentColor.colorValue}" 
    innerhtml.bind="header | sanitizeHTML">
</h1>

This adds the css attribute with a binding to the colorValue 
property of the currentColor object. The css attribute is an alias 
to the style attribute and is the legal way to use string inter-
polation for binding. Refreshing the page now won’t show any 
difference because it’s bound to the same color as its default. 
Add the following markup to the bottom of binding-demo.html 
to add the ability to change the header’s color:

<p>Set Header Color</p>
<ol>
    <li repeat.for="color of headerColors">
        <label css="color:${color.colorValue}">
            <input type="radio"
                   name="headercolor"
                   model.bind="color"       
                   checked.bind=   
                     "$parent.currentColor" />
                ${color.colorName}
        </label>
    </li>
</ol>

Aurelia’s repeat.for is being used to loop through the array 
headerColors and create radio buttons list items. Take note of 
the model.bind and checked.bind expressions. Use model.bind 
with objects or array of objects when binding to radio button, 
checkboxes, or drop-down lists. Because the underlying values 
for these form controls are strings, using value.bind doesn’t 
work. If you’re binding to an array of strings, value.bind works 
just fine.

The checked.bind attribute states that when a radio button 
(or checkbox) is checked, bind to the currentColor property 
on the view model. However, because the binding takes 
place within the scope of the repeat.for, it uses the $parent 
property when referencing its parent view-model.

When you refresh the page, you can change the color of 
the header by selecting any of the four radio buttons. To 
use a drop-down list, add the following snippet:

<select value.bind="currentColor">
    <option 
        repeat.for="color of headerColors"   
        model.bind="color">
          ${color.colorName}
    </option>
</select>

When you refresh the page, the drop-down can now change 
the header color, and the radio buttons also change to 
match the current color selection and vice-versa.

Both native and custom events can also be bound using 
either the .trigger or .delegate binding expressions. The 

export class App {
    configureRouter(config, router) {
        config.title = 'Aurelia';

        config.map([
          { route: ['','home'], 
              name: 'home', 
              moduleId: 'home', 
              nav: true, 
              title:'Home' },

          { route: 'bindingdemo', 
              name: 'bindingdemo', 
              moduleId: 'binding-demo', 
              nav: true, 
              title:'Binding Demo' }
        ]);

        this.router = router;
    }
}

Listing 6: app.js (routing)
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Resources

Aurelia Home Page 
http://aurelia.io 

Aurelia Cheat Sheet 
http://aurelia.io/docs.html#/
aurelia/framework/1.0.0-
beta.1.2.2/doc/article/cheat-
sheet/7 

NodeJS 
http://node.org 

Git 
https://git-scm.com 

Aurelia on Github 
https://github.com/aurelia  

Leanpub Book 
https://leanpub.com/aurelia-for-
real-world-applications 

Gitter 
https://gitter.im/Aurelia/Discuss

click array. The last binding expression is another example 
of using repeat.for to render the items within the mouse 
click array.

There are further subtleties to Aurelia’s binding that are 
beyond the scope of this article, but I encourage you to 
explore it on your own.

HTTP Communication
You now know how to construct Aurelia components and 
set up navigation between them, but what about getting 
data in to and out of these components? Luckily, Aurelia 
has three options to cover this. The first two are Aurelia 
libraries, and the third option is whatever library you are 
currently using or wish to use. As mentioned earlier, Aure-
lia is a collection of collaborating libraries architected to 
play nice with third-party libraries. Everything in Aurelia 
is meant to be pluggable, and the end result allows de-
velopers to use only what is needed. This minimizes the 
bloat within applications. This also means that the two 
HTTP libraries mentioned earlier in the paragraph are not 
included in the core framework and need to be installed 
from the command line using jspm. 

The first library option is aurelia-http-client, which is an 
HttpClient based on XMLHttpRequest. All HTTP verbs are 
supported, along with JSONP and request cancellations.

The second library option is aurelia-fetch-client, which 
is a simple client based on the Fetch standard. All HTTP 
verbs are supported and integrate with Service Workers, 
including Request and Response caching. Not all browsers 
support this standard, and this library currently doesn’t 
have any polyfills. A third-party polyfill, such as the 
GitHub’s Fetch polyfill, can be used. 

For our hands-on example, the aurelia-http-client library 
is used and the binding-demo component is modified to 
load a local JSON file setting the list of colors for chang-
ing the header.

Install the aurelia-http-client library in the project’s root 
directory with this command:

jspm install aurelia-http-client

Libraries are imported into view-model classes. Add the 
following to the top of binding-demo.js: 

import {inject} from 'aurelia-framework';
import {HttpClient} from 'aurelia-http-client';

The first import adds dependency injection support and 
the HttpClient library is imported next. Notice how, after 
the from statement, the library name matches the name 
used for installation.

Dependency Injection makes it possible to pass the Http-
Client to the class rather than requiring the class to cre-
ate a reference to the library. The following shows how to 
inject a dependency into the BindindDemo class:

@inject(HttpClient)
export class BindingDemo {

triggerBoxStyle['background-color'] = "#FFF";

The remaining snippet sets up the objects and methods need-
ed to track the mouse movements and button clicks that take 
place inside a <div> element on the view. Add the following 
snippet after the <select> element in binding-demo.htm:

<div style.bind="triggerBoxStyle" 
     mousemove.trigger =  
           "captureMouseMove($event)"
     click.delegate="captureMouseClick()">

        x: ${currentPosition.x}, 
        y: ${currentPosition.y}
        
    <ol>
        <li show.bind="mouseClicks.length > 0">
            <button type="button"                         
                click.delegate="clearClicks()">
                Clear
            </button>
        </li>
        <li repeat.for="click of mouseClicks">
            Click at (${click.x}, ${click.y})
        </li>
    </ol>
</div>

A lot of binding takes place inside this <div> element and 
it starts with binding the element’s style to the triggerBox-
Style property. Because this is binding to an object, style.
bind can be used rather than using the custom css attribute 
alias as was done in a previous example. The next two bind-
ing expressions bind the div element’s mouse move and click 
events. Notice that mousemove is used and not onmouse-
move. The on prefix isn’t required. Because the mouse posi-
tion is needed, the $event object is passed to the handler. 
The next binding expression uses string interpolation to dis-
play the current mouse position inside the element. 

Inside the <ol> element is something new. Notice that 
the first list item element uses a binding of show.bind. 
This type of expression can be used to show or hide an 
element if the expression is true. In this example, the list 
element only appears when the mouseClick array isn’t 
empty. This type of expression toggles the visibility of 
an element within the DOM. If the element needs to be 
added or removed, if.bind is used.

<li if.bind="mouseClicks.length > 0">…</li>

When this list element is visible, it provides a button 
bound to the clearClicks() handler to clear the mouse 

<template>
    <ul>
        <li repeat.for="route of router.navigation">
            <a href.bind="route.href">${route.title}</a>
        </li>
    </ul>
    <div>
        <router-view></router-view>
    </div>
</template>

Listing 7: app.html (routing)

http://aurelia.io
http://node.org
https://git-scm.com
https://github.com/aurelia
https://leanpub.com/aurelia-for-real-world-applications
https://leanpub.com/aurelia-for-real-world-applications
https://gitter.im/Aurelia/Discuss
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cause a promise is being returned, the router waits until 
the promise has completed before rendering the view. No-
tice the use of a lambda expression in the then callback. 
This is more ES6 goodness from SystemJS. 

Before running this code, add the data.json file to the root 
folder. Listing 8 shows its details. Once it’s added, refresh 
the page to see a new list of colors that match the data file.

Obviously, there’s much more to HTTP communication 
than a simple GET in order to read a JSON file. The goal 
here is to demonstrate the base concept because all calls 
follow the same pattern: Make an asynchronous call to an 
HTTP endpoint, assign the data returned to one or more 
properties in the view-model, and bind to it in the view.

Conclusion and Going Further
That should be enough to get you started. Our goal for this 
article was to introduce you to the Aurelia framework and 
show you how simple and straightforward it is to begin us-
ing it to create your next JavaScript application. We’ve been 
using it on a current project and have found it to be a great 
addition to our development toolbox. There’s documentation 
available on the Aurelia website (Aurelia.io), so go check it 
out. In the docs, you’ll find additional information about 
how Aurelia handles dependency injection, how to create 
custom attributes, how to secure your applications, how to 
implement end-to-end testing, and much more.

    constructor (httpClient) {
        this.httpClient = httpClient;
    }
…

An ES2016 inject decorator is added to the top of the class 
declaration, and a class constructor with a single parameter 
is added after the class declaration. For every type injected 
into the class, there’s a matching constructor parameter.

Although this might be alien, it’s still JavaScript and not an 
Aurelia construct. SystemJS makes it possible to write ES6 Ja-
vaScript and takes care of transcompiling to ES5 JavaScript.

To use HttpClient, remove the headerColors and current-
Color properties from binding-demo.js and add the fol-
lowing method to the end of the class:

activate() {
    return this.httpClient.get('data.json')
         .then(data => {
               this.headerColors = data.content;
               this.currentColor =  
                    this.headerColors[0];
         });
}

Activate() is one of four optional methods in Aurelia’s 
Screen Activation Lifecycle. Table 2 documents all four of 
the optional methods. 

Aurelia’s router enforces this lifecycle and provides hooks 
to view-models to control flow in to and out of compo-
nents. The activate method makes an HTTP call to get the 
data.json file and returns a promise to the router. Be-

Table 2: Aurelia Screen Activation Lifecycle

Method Description
CanActivate Implement to determine whether or not a view-model can be navigated to. Must return a Boolean value, promise for Boolean value,  

or navigation command.

Activate Implement for custom logic needed before a view-model is displayed. When a promise is returned, the router waits for the promise to complete 
before rendering the view.

CanDeactivate Implement to determine whether or not a view-model can be navigated away from.

Deactivate Implement for custom logic needed before navigation away from view-model. When a promise is returned, the router waits for the promise  
to complete before navigating away.

[
  {
    "colorValue": "#000000",
    "colorName": "BLACK"
  },
  {
    "colorValue": "#FF0000",
    "colorName": "RED"
  },
  {
    "colorValue": "#00FF00",
    "colorName": "GREEN"
  },
  {
    "colorValue": "#0000FF",

    "colorName": "BLUE"
  },
  {
    "colorValue": "#4B0082",
    "colorName": "INDIGO"
  },
  {
    "colorValue": "#7FFF00",
    "colorName": "CHARTREUSE"
  },
  {
    "colorValue": "#FFA07A",
    "colorName": "LIGHT SALMON"
  }
]

Listing 8: data.json
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the business from two employees 
to over 30 before selling  
the company and looking for 
new challenges. Implementation 
experience includes .NET, SQL 
Server, Windows Azure, Microsoft 
Surface, and Visual FoxPro.

Azure Skyline: Azure’s Active Directory—
Authorization in the Cloud
Does the screen in Figure 1 give you anxiety attacks? I recently spent some time untangling my logins for a variety of apps 
that I use and thought I’d share what I learned. I know that it can be very confusing from an end-user’s perspective and 
personally, I’ve come to hate this screen. I was never 100% sure how to log in. In every case, I log in with my work email address,

but sometimes I need to pick a “Work or school account” 
and other times a “Personal account,” and after I get that 
right, there are at least three different passwords that I 
have to choose from. Maybe what I found out will make 
things clearer for you. This is not a how-to for Azure Active 
Directory (AAD) developers; it’s a how-to-use for AAD users.

First, what’s an AAD? Like an on-premises Active Directory 
for a domain, an AAD is a list of logins that an app can vali-
date against to see if someone is authorized to access the 
site or app. For the remainder of this article, just consider 
the term AAD as being synonymous with “a list of logins.” 

Where do AADs come from? Every Azure account that’s 
created contains at least one AAD and perhaps more. 
That’s a lot of AADs.

If AAD only offered “Work or school” accounts, things would 
be simple. Each user account would follow the pattern user-
name@unique-add-name.xxx and each account would have 
its own password. The user name and password would be 
created and exist in that AAD. For example, if I have an 
Azure account where I work at Awesome Company, that 
Azure account would have a default AAD and that AAD might 
be configured with the unique-add-name of awesomeco.on-
microsoft.com. I could then create a user name in the AAD 
like this: myeager@awesomeco.onmicrosoft.com and the 
password might be Secr3t. Now Awesome Co can write and 
publish Web, mobile, desktop, and other applications and 
configure those apps to look at that AAD for authentication. 
I could then log into one of those apps as myeager@aweso-
meco.onmicrosoft.com / Secr3t. It would be simple.

So let’s throw the first monkey wrench in the works. The 
unique-add-name.xxx gets created when an Azure ac-
count is set up. However… If I own a domain name such 
as AwesomeCo.com, I can “associate” that domain name 
with my AAD. Now, instead of myeager@awesomeco.
onmicrosoft.com, I can create the user name myeager@
awesomeco.com in the AAD. When I log in to one of the 
apps, everything works just as it did before except that 
I now use myeager@awesomeco.com / Secr3t to log in. 
What can make this confusing is that this may also hap-
pen to be my email address. That’s just a coincidence and 
one has nothing to do with the other. 

Let’s throw in monkey wrench number two. I might have 
a second Azure account, a personal Azure account. Its de-
fault AAD might have the unique-add-name mikeyeager.
onmicrosoft.com. So there, I can create user accounts like 
myeager@mikeyeager.onmicrosoft.com with a password 
of C0vert. Now, suppose I associate my company’s domain 
with this AAD as well. I can create a user named myeager@

awesomeco.com in this AAD! This is a completely differ-
ent user account, with a different password in a completely 
different AAD than the one I use to log into the apps I cre-
ated at work, even though the user name is the same. Now 
assume that I create a personal Web page in my personal 
Azure account. I can set the website up to authenticate 
against my personal AAD. Now myeager@awesomeco.com 
/ Secr3t is an account in my work AAD that I use to log into 
my work apps. And myeager@awesomeco.com / C0vert is a 
different account in my personal AAD that I use to log into 
my personal Web page. The myeager@awesomeco.com ad-
dress also happens to be my company email address and my 
company email server needs a different password to get my 
email. OK, I can live with that, but it’s getting complicated.

Monkey wrench number three. Let’s assume that my com-
pany wants to get rid of our email server and switch to a 
hosted Office 365 system. Microsoft has set up their own 
AAD for Office 365. Office 365 authenticates against this 
AAD, owned by Microsoft. Microsoft recommends that we 
sync our on-premises Windows domain Active Directory 
with this AAD in order to make the accounts easy to main-
tain. My email address myeager@awesomeco.com is now 
going to get pushed into Microsoft’s AAD for O365 and 
I’m going to have to set up a password in that AAD. I set 
the password to P@ssw0rd. Now I log into Office 365 to 
get my email as myeager@awesomeco.com / P@ssw0rd.

Monkey wrench number four. I have a Microsoft ID that 
I set up years ago when it was still called Passport, way 
before it was called Live ID. It’s my personal Microsoft 
ID, not set up through my company’s IT department, but 
guess what my user name is? It’s myeager@awesomeco.
com and my password is Ncript. When I created both my 
work and personal Azure accounts (and signed up for 
a few third party apps), I used my Microsoft ID. When 
I log into my work Azure account, my login is checked 
against one of Microsoft’s AADs. When I log into my per-
sonal Azure account, my login is checked against one of 
Microsoft’s AADs. When I log into the third-party apps, 

The most important thing I 
learned when logging into an 
app and finding myself faced 
with the dreaded AAD login 
screen is to look at things from 
the app’s perspective, not my 
own perspective as a user.
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my login is checked against their AADs. So myeager@
awesomeco.com exists in all of those AADs. But because 
I’m using my Microsoft ID, those AADs don’t store any 
passwords; they pass the authentication through to a set 
of Microsoft ID authentication servers. Each AAD holds a 
record of my user name, but some of them store and verify 
passwords (these are “Work and school” accounts) and 
some pass authentication through to Microsoft ID authen-
tication servers (these are “Personal” accounts).

If you’ve been following along, you’ll know that I log into 
all of these places as myeager@awesomeco.com, but this 
is how I must log into each one:

• Work apps published by Awesome Co: Work or 
school account / Secr3t

• My personal website: Work or school account / 
C0vert

• Office 365: Work or school account / P@ssw0rd
• Work Azure account: Personal account / Ncript
• Personal Azure account: Personal account / Ncript
• Third-party apps: Personal account / Ncript

The most important thing I learned when logging into an 
app and finding myself faced with the dreaded AAD login 
screen is to look at things from the app’s perspective, not 
my own perspective as a user. The app needs to authen-

ticate each user against a known list of logins. Looking 
at the log in screen, the list is obviously an Azure Active 
Directory login, but which AAD? That’s not always easy to 
know. It’s up to the app, but you can get a clue by looking 
at who owns the app. Here are a few commonly used apps 
and the AADs they use:

• Office 365: An AAD owned by Microsoft, specifically 
for the Office 365 app.

• Visual Studio Team Services: AAD that’s part of the 
Azure subscription associated with the VSTS sub-
scription. Let’s say that I’m doing contract work. 
The company I’m working for might own the VSTS 
account and it’s most likely using an AAD on that 
company’s Azure subscription.

• Visual Studio (the IDE): AAD set up by Microsoft 
for the Azure subscription that you’ve associated 
Visual Studio with. For instance, my Visual Studio is 
associated with the MSDN subscription in my com-
pany’s Azure account.

• My personal website: AAD that I set up under my 
personal Azure account.

These are four different AADs—four different lists of logins. 

Each of these AADs can be set up to handle each login 
name in one of two ways:

Figure 1: The dreaded multiple-account dialog box
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address (ahem, login name) is set up in each AAD. The 
easiest way to troubleshoot is:

1. Figure out which AAD the app uses.
2. Figure out if the AAD has your login set up to pass 

through to your Microsoft ID. If the AAD is not us-
ing your Microsoft ID, then choose ‘Work or school’ 
account and the password that’s maintained in that 
AAD for that app. Otherwise, choose the “Personal” 
account and use your Microsoft ID password.

I hope this helps. Unfortunately, I think Microsoft got 
a little caught up in the Re-Use mentality and tried to 
smash a few very different things together into one big 
thing that handled every situation. Email accounts got 
conflated with log in accounts. Microsoft IDs can be used 
in Azure Active Directories. Azure’s authentication mech-
anism was named Azure Active Directory, even though 
Windows Active Directory is a very different thing. 

In contrast, think about when you log into something us-
ing Facebook. How hard is that to understand? Use your 
Facebook log in name and Facebook password. Simple. 
That’s what Azure AD would have been like if it didn’t 
also support Microsoft IDs and domain name associations. 

There’s a lot more to the story and every new thing in-
troduces new twists that muddy the waters even further. 
AADs can pass through authentication to more things 
than just the Microsoft ID authentication server; they 
can pass authentication through to other AADs as well 
as other systems run by Microsoft partners. In addition, 
similar to Windows AD, Azure AD has capabilities to not 
only authenticate a user (verify who the user is), but au-
thorize a user (say what they can do). Yeah, let’s not even 
get into that yet. 

• A Work or school account: A login created within 
the AAD. This login could be a default assigned by 
Azure (usually ending in “.onmicrosoft.com”) or 
could end with a domain name that the AAD admin 
happens to own (like awesomeco.com) and that the 
domain owner agreed to associate with that AAD. 
In either case, the login and password is created 
within the AAD.

• A Personal account: A Microsoft ID. Note that you 
can use whatever email address you like for a Mi-
crosoft ID. The AAD simply adds your existing Mi-
crosoft ID to its own list and passes authentication 
requests through.

(Note: there are actually more than two ways that AAD 
logins can be created, but we can dig into that another 
day. These are the big two, and can be more than enough 
to make your head hurt).

Login names for AAD look like email addresses. They could 
be something like myeager@awesomeco.onmicrosoft.
com or myeager@awesome.com, but they’re not email 
addresses, they’re login names. Real confusion can result 
when you associate a domain name that you own (like 
awesomeco.com) with an AAD. As a result, you COULD 
make your login names the same as your email addresses 
and you COULD use those same email addresses for your 
personal Microsoft ID.

In my case, that’s what happened. Many of us created 
our Microsoft IDs way back when and because we only 
needed it to access stuff for work, we used our work email 
address to set it up. Microsoft IDs are really supposed to 
be used for consumer-type stuff, not business stuff. Un-
fortunately, Microsoft considers all of their own products 
to be “consumer stuff,” so they set them up so that their 
customers (us) could access those products with our Mi-
crosoft IDs. This isn’t really a problem for most non-tech-
nical people. If you have a Hotmail account or some other 
consumer product, that’s a personal product and you use 
a personal account. For us tech people, however, the line 
gets blurry. My access to MSDN, to Azure, and to a whole 
bunch of other stuff is all based on my Microsoft ID (what 
Microsoft refers to as a Personal account). In hindsight, 
this isn’t the best set up, but long before Azure, Micro-
soft was trying to have people use their Microsoft IDs for 
everything, so that’s how I set mine up. If I were starting 
over today, I’d link my personal stuff to my Microsoft ID 
and use my personal email address for it and I’d link my 
work stuff to my work email.

The Microsoft ID is an odd duck. Apps can use it directly 
for authentication. For example, I could log into a Web 
page using my Microsoft ID and password and it might 
have nothing to do with AAD. This type of authentication 
against a Microsoft ID has been around a long time; way 
before Azure even existed. But remember that AAD ac-
counts can also use your Microsoft ID and just pass the 
authentication through to the Microsoft ID authentication 
servers. That makes this monkey wrench number five. 

The bottom line is that what looks like an email address 
could be your login name for your Microsoft ID and it 
could be a login name for any number of AADs. Some of 
those AADs might even use your Microsoft ID and pass the 
authentication through. It all depends on how your email 

 Mike Yeager
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(Continued from 74)

At my consulting company (full disclosure: I am 
no longer the CTO there, for unrelated reasons), 
we went to great lengths to ensure that we 
weren’t falling into this “single-culturism” trap. 
There was even an effort in our spoken conversa-
tion, when talking about candidates, to attempt 
to offset any sort of hidden bias. And yet… 

When the company reached 20 people in total, 
I looked around and took a small inventory of 
our staff. Nothing formal, nothing HR-sensitive, 
just sitting back in my chair one day and starting 
looking around. What I found was that our teams 
were made up principally of white men. Granted, 
we had two women programmers and one woman 
business analyst (all three of Caucasian heritage), 
and we had one Asian male programmer, so we 
weren’t entirely uniform, but it was pretty close. 
Our age range was a little more spread out (four 
programmers in their forties or fifties, by my es-
timation, not including the founders), but still, a 
pretty dominant cluster in the late-twentysome-
thing/early-thirtysomething range.

We were, in essence, a pretty non-diverse com-
pany, when the final accounting came in. I have 
to wonder, how much of that was “just the luck of 
the draw” in terms of who applied, and how much 
was homophily at work?

Mediation
In many ways, one can argue that the industry 
is made up predominantly of white men because 
that’s the only ones who are qualified—but the 
Github study seems to disprove that pretty easily. 
We can argue that cultural fit is an important part 
of employed life, but if that culture is a predomi-
nantly white male one, the chances of bringing 
additional cultures in is pretty small. Why should 
that matter? Because having a diverse workplace 
yields better results:

Firms with diversity tend to innovate and out-
perform others, a Center for Talent Innova-
tion study (http://www.talentinnovation.org/
assets/IDMG-ExecSummFINAL-CTI.pdf) finds. 
Employees at these companies are 45% likelier 
to report that firm’s market share grew over 
the previous year. They are 70% likelier to re-
port that the firm captured a new market. Plus, 
a team with a member who shares a client’s 
ethnicity is 152% likelier than another team to 
understand that client.

Maybe… just maybe… it’s time to rethink our in-
terviews.

Summary
This all begs the question: How do we do this?

I think maybe it’s time to start considering drop-
ping cultural fit as a candidate criteria point. It’s 

of dubious nature to begin with—after all, if di-
versity is a corporate-endorsed value, then cul-
tural fit is something of a contradiction in terms 
anyway. Let’s be honest; most of the time, what 
most companies imply via cultural fit is really two 
things: work ethic and “passion” for the business. 
Work ethic is something an employer won’t be 
able to ascertain for several months on the job 
at minimum, and “passion”…well, I’ve made my 
feelings regarding employee “passion” quite clear 
in previous articles. So let’s put in a clause that 
states that an offer is conditional for the first 
three to six months pending a review (in order to 
give the company an easy out if they find that the 
work ethic isn’t there), drop cultural fit from the 
list of candidate criteria, and start hiring blind.

Seriously. Drop names and any personal informa-
tion off the resume, test them on their skills, and 
hire based on that and nothing else. Because isn’t 
that what we’re claiming we’re doing already?

It’s unlikely that this will change overnight. HR 
departments are notoriously slow to adopt to 
change, and it will take several iterations of the 
studies mentioned above before this starts to sink 
in to the business world’s collective unconscious. 
But for an industry that constantly considers itself 
a meritocracy, I think it’s high time we stop wait-
ing, and start leading.

Give it a shot.
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Researchers from the computer science depart-
ments at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, and North 
Carolina State University, looked at around 
four million people who logged on to Github 
on a single day—1 April 2015. …The team 
found that 78.6% of pull requests made by 
women were accepted compared with 74.6% 
of those by men. …However among users who 
were not well known within the community, 
those whose profiles made clear that they were 
women had a much lower acceptance rate than 
those whose gender was not obvious.

Still not convinced?

Researchers from the Paris School of Econom-
ics and Stanford University sent out fake re-
sumes to apply for real jobs in Paris. All six 
resumes detailed identical work experience. 
The only differentiator was language skills on 
two of the resumes. The two French-sounding 
names received 70% more callbacks than the 
other four names—two of North African origin, 
and two that sounded foreign, but were hard 
to place. “Foreign applicants, whether their 
specific minority group is identified or not, are 
equally disadvantaged as compared to French 
applicants across all dimensions under study—
for both genders, and whether or not more 
information is available in the application,” 
the paper found. The reason? Homophily – a 
preference for people who are more like you.

Unfortunately, findings like these are not lim-
ited to our French counterparts. American re-
searchers had similar conclusions in a study: 
“Are Emily and Brendan More Employable than 
Lakisha and Jamal?” Applicants with white-
sounding names were 50% more likely to get 
called for an initial interview than applicants 
with black-sounding names. Applicants with 
white names need to send about 10 resumes to 
get one callback. Applicants with black names 
need to send about 15 resumes to achieve the 
same result. (http://www.forbes.com/sites/
ruchikatulshyan/2014/06/13/have-a-foreign-
sounding-name-change-it-to-get-a-job/) 

That’s pretty disturbing, but the deeper question, 
for me, is this: Am I guilty of the same thing?

In many ways, it remains the last real “interview” 
part of the interview. Unlike a number of other 
positions (sales, marketing, management, and so 
on), a software development interview is usually 
chock full of technical parts that have far more 
binary elements to them: You either know how to 
use MongoDB or you don’t; you either know how 
to implement a quicksort or you don’t; you either 
know how to code a binary tree at a whiteboard 
with no help from Google or StackOverflow or 
even your other teammates when you will never 
do this again in your life unless you interview 
again… or you don’t.

But then, once your technical skill has been de-
termined, there’s still the notion of “culture fit.” 
Will you get along with the other team members? 
Will you be able to share in the jokes? Will you be 
able to be a positive force within the team? Or will 
you be the prima donna, the annoying one, the 
one that just doesn’t seem to fit in with the rest 
of the crowd? This is an important part of team 
chemistry, and so therefore a necessary part of 
the interview. Are you a good culture fit for this 
position?

Apparently, it’s the last great opportunity for dis-
crimination and exclusion to happen.

Building an Orchestra
As industries go, not much really seems to overlap 
between the software development industry and 
the orchestral arm of the music industry. One is so 
very much bigger than the other, one is so clearly 
an “entertainment art” where the other is a staple 
of industries all across the spectrum, and one has 
a strict dress code (tuxedos and cocktail gowns) 
while the other… well, it also has a strict dress 
code, but at the other end of the spectrum (T-
shirts and jeans). 

Even the very nature of delivery is radically dif-
ferent. An orchestra practices the same symphony 
over and over again for months in hopes that they 
will deliver an amazing performance, when they 
will start the symphony all over again, and begin 
from the very first note, and a software develop-
ment team spends months writing lines of code 
that collectively and cumulatively create a deter-
ministic (we hope!) result on the day when we 
run the final demo and deliver the software into 

production where it will operate entirely without 
any additional input from us.

Having said that, though, the nature of the inter-
view for a position in the orchestra is not all that 
different from that of interviewing a software de-
veloper. The orchestra member clearly must have 
a level of technical skill—can you reach a high 
C on your instrument, can you demonstrate an 
ability to sight-read (that is, play music having 
never seen it before), can you adjust your style 
and interpretation of the music to match the di-
rection being given by the conductor, and so on. 
And for years, orchestra managers have main-
tained that a culture fit is a necessary compo-
nent of an orchestra—that the various members 
of each section must have a certain emotional 
connection to each other in order to fit in well 
as a whole.

All of this is why this recent study, as described 
by a New York Times article on interviews, is so 
important—and disturbing—to read:

In the 1970s, symphony orchestras were still 
made up almost exclusively of white men — di-
rectors claimed they were the only ones quali-
fied. Around that time, many began to use a 
new method of hiring musicians: blind audi-
tions. Musicians auditioned behind screens so 
the judges couldn’t see what they looked like, 
and walked on carpeted floors so the judges 
couldn’t determine if they were women or men 
— the women often wore heels. The Boston 
Symphony Orchestra pioneered the practice 
in 1952, and more orchestras began using it 
after a high-profile racial discrimination case 
was brought by two black musicians against 
the New York Philharmonic in 1969. Research-
ers from Harvard and Princeton took notice and 
studied the results; they found that blind au-
ditions increased the likelihood that a woman 
would be hired by between 25 and 46 percent. 
In fact, with blind auditions, women became 
slightly more likely to be hired than men. 
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/mag-
azine/is-blind-hiring-the-best-hiring.html)

If you’re a software developer, and you’re not 
starting to see the parallels with our own indus-
try, it’s because you haven’t been paying atten-
tion to the news more recently.

On Culture Fit
For an industry that prides itself on its analytical ability and abstract mental processing, we often don’t 
do a great job applying that mental skill to the most important element of the programmer’s tool 
chest—ourselves. It’s a staple of the modern software development interview: the “culture fit” portion.

(Continued on page 73)
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